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INTRODUCTION

THE PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION - THE PURPOSE
The field of elementary education has felt peculiarly
t

the invasion of the activity program into its ranks.
Regardless of conviction or ultimate conclusion, it is
a force to be reckoned with by all thinking educators.
It is the purpose of this study to consider the problem, "How an Activity Program Can Enrich an Elementary
School."

By "activityfl is meant purposeful experiencing

in life-like situations.

An activity program is the

Provision for such experiences as are rich in the possibilities for growth, that necessitate the use of related
fields of knowledge, that develop the ability to work
and play in a group and that result in a better social
adjustment than would be possible in an old-type school.
It must be pointed out that the problem under discussion will necessarily be a modified type of activity
program.

From the standpoint of personal conviction,

the writer is definitely committed to the philosophy of
the new education.

However, as a part of a large pub-

lic school system, certain administrative conformity is
necessary.

This conformity in no way hampers creative

thinking, and the attempt will be made to show what
contribution may be made by progressive teaching in a
public school.

I,

)
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It is the plan to trace the progress of activity
developments in the Nicholas Finzer School for the
past twelve years.

An informal analysis will be

made of existing conditions with a pointing out of
weaknesses and whatever there has been of success.

~

An effort will be made to show the evolution of content
and methods.

Causal factors, influencing the teachers'

thinking, will be discussed and deductions drawn.
Criteria for evaluating the activity program in the
\

Nicholas Finzer School will be set up and an attempt'
made to measure the school by these standards.
A report of investigations in the field will be
given.

Since this problem is concerned with the activ-

ity program in a public school, studies bearing upon
this phase of the movement will be given

pr~ary

emphasis.

However, a certain number of studies dealing with quantitative analysis and scientific appraisal of the newer
practices in public schools will be included to point put
more recent trends along the line of measurement in
progressive education.
It must be emphasized, in this connection, that it is
not the purpose of this study to make a quantitative
analysis of the activity program in the Nicholas Finzer
School.

No effort shall be made to prove that results

p
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are superior to those which could be secured with
another type of organization, nor shall any attempt be
made to appraise scientifically, the outcomes achieved
by this activity curriculum.

This study is concerned

only with a consideration of those experiences which
provide for socialization, unification and integration.
The historical background of the activity movement,
both in Europe and in America will be presented, with
a pointing out of contributions made by earlier educators to present day thinking and practice.
Certain basic principles of the sciences of philosophy,
psychology, biology and science will be discussed, with
a pointing out of their bearing upon education.
Finally, a program for the future in the Nicholas
Finzer School will be laid out.

This will embody

suggestions for the improvement of the physical plant
as well as a summary' of curricular plans and procedures.

<',
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CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF' THE ACTIVITY MOVEMENT

•

The theory of activity in education is not new.
It is the purpose of this chapter to point out evidences
of the beginnings of the activity movement in the philosophies and procedures of the educators of an earlier day.
In using the term "activity movement", its present
day conception is considered.

While many statements

have been made in definition of its meaning, Adams gives
a clear and comprehensive explanation: "An activity has
been defined as a learning situation which meets the interests and felt needs of children and leads to better adjustments than in the traditional school organization.

It

stresses the fine art of successful living together through

•

which there is an acquisition of knowledge.

Yet acquaint-

ance with our racial culture and our social heritage is
given no subordinate place, for an activity involves many
kinds of experiences and draws upon many fields of knowledge."l

1.

.
I

Adams, Fay.
The Initiation of an Activity Program
into a public School. Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
1934. p. 70.
.
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I. European Implications
It is interesting to note that the roots of the present
activity movement in America may be traced to the Renais.

sance period.

1

The humanistic schools of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries emphasized a close connection
between education and life.

The development of the body

through active participation in sports, the importance of
independent judgment rather than an accumulation of facts,
and the social utility of education were stressed by the
humanistic and social realists.

Vittorino de Feltre

(1378-1446), head of the most noted of the humanistic
schools. La Casa Giocosa, at Mantua, held strongly to the
belief of following "nature's lead".
EVen more critical of the current school procedures of

•

the day were the social realists such as Rabelais, Montaigne,
Mulcaster, Milton and Locke.
The humanistic schools, through their leaders, anticipated by five or six centuries the creed of the present
day activity school.

As has been pointed out, their em-

phasis upon judgment, initiative, and experiencing rather
than upon subject matter to be learned, is identical with

1.

•

Woody, Thomas. "Historical Sketch of Activism",
Thirty-third Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education. Bloomington Public
School Publishing Company, 1934. Part II, p. 11.
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present day belief.

They realized that education is

social and that there is constant growth through experiencing in a social situation.

It would seem that in this

particular phase, the humanistic school made its greatest
contribution to modern activity schools.
Comenius held similar ideas upon nature as it affected
man and his education.

He pointed out that man is gifted

with senses, and "there is nothing whatever that can escape
their notice •.••.••.•• there is nothing in the universe
which cannot be compassed by a man endowed with sense and
reason.

fI

Also that "man is imbued not merely with a

tolerance of but with an actual appetite for toil.

This

is evident in childhood and accompanies us through life.
For who is there that does not always desire to see, hear,
or handle something new? .••.•••.• In a word, the eyes, the

•

ears, the sense of touch, the mind itself, are, in their
search for food, ever carried beyond themselves; for to
an active nature nothing is so intolerable as ease and
sloth. "

He held that man was to be educated "by being

actually engaged in those things to which his nature
impelled him."l
Comenius made a very definite contribution to the present
new education when he stressed sense training and the ability
to "engage in those things to which his nature impelled him."

1.

Keatigne.

Comenius,

MCGraw-Hill, 1931.

pp. 27-28.
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In setting up criteria for judging units of work, present
day educators +nsist upon adequate opportunities for IIsense
experiences fl and an active engaging in natural situations.
In listing the qualities of a good teaching unit, Harap
says, "It should include much pupil activity and involve
a variety of direct sense experiences".

1

Rousseau, following Comenius, stated his educational
They embodied many of the problems
principles in E'mile. 2
which confront modern progressive educators today.

In

E'mile, he says, "Nature would have'children be children
before being menu; "to live is the trade I wish to teach
him"; "our instruction begins when we begin to live";
"the master should not give precepts, but should cause his
pupil to find them"; flhygiene is the best part of medicine";

•

"make your pupil attentive to natural phenomena, and you
will make him curious; but in order to nourish his curiosity, never be in haste to satisfy it ••.•••.• Let him know
nothing because you have told it to him, but because he
has comprehended it himself; he is not to learn science,
but to discover it; if you ever substitute in his mind
authority for reason, he will no longer reason •••••. "

1. Harap, Henry. The Technique of Curriculum Making,
Macmillan Company, New York, 1928. p. 273.
f

2. Rousseau. E'mile, (Translated by W.H.Payne, Appleton,
New York, 1914.), pp. 54, 8, 9, 29, 24, 184.

8

There is an ultra-radicalism in Rousseau's educational
principles that seems to be exemplified in certain contemporary activity sChools.
is such a school.

Walden School, of New York

Miss Margaret Naumberg who founded the

school about fifteen years ago, under the name of the
Children's School says, "From its inception the Walden
School has belonged to the children.

An attempt was made

in the beginning to break the traditional formality of
school interiors by developing an intimate and child-like
atmosphere." 1

It is said to represent the extreme type

of child-centered school.
Pestalozzi and Froebel, Roussea.u's immediate followers
were definitely influenced by his theories, although they
sensed a certain difficulty in their practice.

2

The de-

velopment of the "natural" child took no;acconnt of direction.

He was unguided and entirely unhampered.

Pestalozzi discovered the need of modification when he
attempted to' bring up his young son according to Rousseau's
principles.

He found that the theories "would need much

modification in practice and rightly concluded that the
moat natural environment for a child was a home dominated
by the spirit of strict but loving discipline."3

f

1. Baumberg, Mar§aret, and others. "How Children Decorate
Their Own School , Creative Express ion ThrO'lW; Apt. Progressive Ed~lcation lssoclatlon, WaShIngton, ~C. p. 163.
2. Hissong, Clyde. The Activity Movement. Warwick and York,
Ine. Baltimore, pp. 31-2 1932.
3. Duggan, S. P. A Student's Textbook in the History of
Education. New York: App!eton. p. !26. 1927.

Froebel combined in his educational philosophy "the
naturalism of Rousseau, the idealism of philosophers, the
romanticisM of the poet, the mysticism of the Christian,
and the aspirations or humanity."

1

He advocated selt-

activity, creative expression, social partiCipation and
strongly emphasized the value of education through play
and motor activities.

He pOinted out the seriousness

rather than the triviality of play and emphasized its value
as a freeing agency.
Pestalozzi and Froebel modified the extreme radicalism
of Rousseau, although his imprint was clearly seen in their
educational policies.

Their contribution to modern educa-

tion was outstanding.

Pestalozzi emphasized the part the

home plays in the education of the whole child.
the~e

In this

is agreement with modern educators who hold the school,

the home, and the community equally important in integrating
the child.
Froebel made a definite contribution by his interpretation
of play and motor activities in education.

This emphasis

upon the edueational value of play has reached an important
place in modern education.

Meriam

1. The Thirty-Third Yearbook.
t

2

has recently published

Ope cit., p. 15.

2. Meriam, J. L. "An Activity Curriculum in a School of
Mexican Chilru,.en", Journal of Experimental Education, 1 :309-16;
June, 1933.
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a study of an Activity School for Mexican Children, near
•

Los Angeles, California.

The curriculum in this school

consisted of three subjects: play, stories, and handwork.
It is interesting to note the use of the word "subject",
in that play was considered a subject in this curriculum.
Herbart followed as an interpreter and critic of
Pestalozzi.

He was much concerned with instructional

methods and materials, and was an exception to the group
stressing natural development, although he did emphasize
interest in education and objected strenuously to knowledge
l
introduced under compulsion.
Herbartfs philosophy was embraced, interpreted, and
adapted by a great number of enthusiastic followers.

Of

these, Ziller was responsible for the development of the
2
culture epoch theory.
This theory "provided a way of
guiding natural tendencies by discovering their origin.
Because of biological investigation supporting the recapitulation theory and the adVance of the theory of evolution,
many believed that the development of the child must be
similar in character.,,3
It is rather interesting to note that this culture
epoch theory after having had very little effect upon
the educational practice of those following Ziller, has
been revived by Ferriere and has become the basis for
his operations.
I.
2.
3.
4.

4

The Thirty-third Yearbook. Ope cit., p. 16.
Hissong, Clyde. The Activity Movement. Ope cit., p. 35.
Ibid., p. 35.
Ji~rrlpre, A. The Activity School.
John Day Company,
New York, 1928. Chapter II.
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He compares the evolution of the individual with the
evolution of mankind and points out their parallelism from
the earliest stage of tactile sensation in the savage to
the highest type of development, which he classifies as
thinking in the sCholar. l
Hissong opposes emphatically this theory for the establishment of an activity school.

He says:- "The activity

school, built upon the idea of the importance of the growth
of the child in a rich and varied environment, cannot sub-·
scribe to the culture epoch theory upon which Ferriere has
built his modern school, for this consideration of environment in light of its possibilities of emphasizing racial
development, directly limits the child's range of experiencing.

If the child is provided material in order that

he may have appropriate activity for each racial period,
r

his freedom must be limited by such experience as is suitable for the development of the major emphasis in each
period.

He cannot experience unbounded vicarious living.1!

2

Herbart's contribution to the modern activity school
movement represents an entirely different phase of emphasis
than that of his predecessors.

He was concerned with

mind activity rather than physical activity.

Certainly

his doctrine of interest in education had far-reaching

1.

Ibid., p. 110.

2.

Hissong, Clyde.

The Activity Movement. Ope cit., p. 43.
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effect upon his followers.

He held that "to realize the

final aim, a nearer and another one must be set up •.••••
Many-sidedness of interest •.•..•.•••• Mere information does
not suffice; for this we think of as a supply or store of
facts which a person might possess, or lack, and still
remain the same being.

But he who lays hold of this in-

formation and reaches out for more, takes an interest in
it.

Since this mental activity is varied, we need to add

the term 'many-sided'."

1

If Herbart's instructional methods seem formal to modern
educators, there is still a definite debt due him for his
doctrine concerning the cUltivation of many-sided interest.
Certainly the present day activity movement owes a
recognizable debt to the thinking of these leaders of a
former day in their reaction against formalism in education.
The roots of the activity movement took hold of progressive
educators as far back as the Renaissance period.
To these fearless thinkers, centuries ahead of their
time, modern educators pay homage.

Present day principles

of growth through real life situations, development of the
whole child, purposing, planning, creating, and activating all these had their counterpart in an earlier day.

1.

Rein. Outlines of Pedagogics. (Translated by C.C. and
I.J. Van Liew.
Kellogg, New York, 1893), p. 101.

13
II. The Activity Movement in America

•

Francis W. Parker is generally conceded to be the pioneer
l
of the progressive education movement in America.
As the
director of the Cook County Normal School in Chicago, he
"worked out, put into practice, and taught to his teachers
a theory of education along the lines which Pestalozzi and
Froebel had developed, of making native endowment of the
child rather than the curriculum, the center of attention
on the part of the educator. tl2
It was John Dewey, however, Professor of Philosophy and
Head of the Department of Education at the University of
Chicago from 1894 to 1904, who was responsible for the
actual crystallization of the movement in his "child growth"

•

philosophy, so well expressed in his books, School and
Society and The Child and the Curriculum. 3
In 1896, Dewey, in company with a small band of colleagues,
opened a laboratory school on the campus of the University
of Chicago.

Its beginning was modest - an appropriation

of three hundred dollars was the maximum allowance for its
initiation.

4

A house on the campus was utilized but the

1.

Hissong, Clyde.

The Activity Movement. Ope Cit., p. 1.

2.

Cobb, Stanwood. The New Leaven. John Day Company,
New York,. 1928.
p. 10.

3.

Hissong, Clyde.

The Activity Movement.

4.

Clapp, Elsie R.

Lectures, University of LouiSVille, 1934.

Ope cit., p. 1.

I

,
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pupil enrollment increased so rapidly that it was necessary
to move four times in the first four years to accomodate
the overflow.
The school was set up to test certain ideas about education.

Dewey's cornerstone was the doctrine of groYlth and

activity.
oped out of

He insisted that school subjects must be develthe children's "life activities"; that living

and learning were inseparable and that the life of the
school must be active and not passive.

To this end he

planned his curriculum around four chief impulses: the social
instinct, the expressive instinct, the art instinct and the
instinct of inquiry.l
With the help of his teachers, the findings of growth
.
2
and development were carefully recorded.
Fixed distinctions

•

were ridiculed, analyzed and exploded.

The attitude of

those in the school was that of re-examination of methods
and experimentation for improvement in actual doing.

The

growth of the children was considered of prime importance
and great stress was placed upon the discovery of what conditions were most favorable for learning.

The term "growth"

was held to be all inclusive, combining and interpenetrating
mental, physical, emotional and social angles.

•

1.

Dewey, John. School ana Society •
Chicago Press, 1899. p. 11.

2.

Clapp, Elsie R.

Lectures.

The child

University of

Ope cit.

I
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was considered as a whole.

..

In 1904, Dewey. severed his connection with the University
of Chicago and became Professor of Philosophy at Columbia
University.

"From that time on, he turned to the task of

phrasing the educational philosophy for American democracy.
He created a new educational theory for the school - a
rationalization of the changing industrial, political, and
social situations.

He synthesized the generalizations

of the new biology, chemistry, physiology and psychology.
He carried on the James tradition in philosophy. ,,1
Shortly after Dewey's school closed,

J. L. Meriam estab-

lished a small laboratory schoolat the University of Missouri •
. He experimented with a radical curriculum and, like Dewey,
held to the theory that education should draw out the posslbilities from within the child and under no circumstances

•

impose from without.

2

Francis W. Parker, to whom reference has already been
made, opened a laboratory school in Chicago, in.1901.
The faculty of sixteen members was placed under the leadership of Flora J. Cooke.

Practically all of these teachers

had been associated with Colonel Parker. in the Cook County
Normal School. 3
Like the Dewey and Meriam Schools, the curriculum was

•

1.

Rugg, Harold, and Shumaker, Ann. The Q.!:1ld-Centered
SC?.9o~.
World Book Company, New York, 1928. p. 40.

2.

Ibid.,

p. 41.

3.

Ibid.,

pp. 42-43.

,

P
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organized "around concrete activities which were chosen

..

in terms of pupil needs and personal development."l
Parker made much of individual growth through membership
in a social group.

In The Social Motive in School Work,

he says: "In the atmosphere of freedom and responsibility
surrounding these social enterprises, self-control and
other moral qualities
for them.

~re

developed through the demands

The narrow consideration of self is pushed to

the background for the welfare of the project, since the
child himself realizes that he must work in the place
where he can work best.

The judgment of the group is

nearly always just, and no examination marks, nO.artificial
rewards or praises, can equal it as an incentive to good
2
work."-

•

Holding to its belief in self-actuated work, training
in initiative, child interests, real experiencing, creative
expression, individual development as opposed to group
development, and the social motive, the Francie W. Parker
School has contributed for twenty-five years to the "child
growth"

movement.

3

With Dewey, Parker is generally looked

1.

Ibid., p. 43.

2.

Francie W. Parker Studies in Education, Volume 1,
The Social Motive in. School Work, 1912. p.13 •

3.

Ibid., p. 11.

i
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upon as one of the guiding lights in the establishment of

..

the child-centered school •
With the exception of the Meriam and Parker Schools,
no experimental school appeared for at least ten years
after Dewey's departure from Chicago.

•

Then a veritable

mushroom growth of schools appeared and each year sees a
new crop.

1

Meanwhile, William H. Kilpatrick published, in 1918,
a monograph, The Project Method.

This, in addition to

his lectures at Teachers COllege and his later writings
did

f1

more directly to transform the attitudes of teachers

and administrators than the more obscure methods of his
predecessors in philosophical thinking.,,2
The influence of these educational "revolutionists"

...

has been far-reaching.

Progressive education is not

confined to the United States alone.

Schools have been

established in South America, Europe, Africa, Australia
in fact, allover the world.

3

In the United States, activity schools are found in all
sections of the country.
\

Among the more outstanding are:

the school at Columbia, Missouri, of which J. L. Meriam

•

1.

Clapp, Elsie R.

Lectures.

2.

Rugg, Harold, and Shumaker, Ann.
School. Op. cit., p. 47.

3.

Clapp, Elsie.

Lectures.

Op. cit.
The Child-Centered

Op. cit.

t

. ...
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was formerly head; Marietta Johnson's School, at Fairhope,
Alabama; Ethical Culture School, New York City; The Modern
School, Stelton, New Jersey; Moraine Park School, Dayton;
Park School, Buffalo; Beaver Country Day School, Chestnut
Hill, Massachusetts; Helen Parkhurst's Dalton Schools, New
_ York; Chevy Chase Country Day School, Washington, D. C.;
Walden School, New York; and the Lincoln School, New York. 1
In addition to those mentioned, scores of other schools
of equal merit could be listed.

What is impossible to

list, however, is the vast number of school teachers who
have "caught the gleam" and are vitalizing classrooms all
over the country by this newer conception of education.
Even if this development is not uniform, granting the errors and mistakes, still we would say that the greatest
hope for freedom, purposeful endeavor, and initiative lies
in the fact that individual teachers may reproduce in
their classrooms situations at least approximating the
·ideal •

•

1.

Thirty-third Yearbook.

Ope cit., p. 40.
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CHAPTER II
PHILOSOPHICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, BIOLOGICAL,
AND SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS OF' THE ACTIVITY MOVEMENT
In the effort to gain deeper insight into the basic
principles of the activity movement, the philosophical,
psychological, biological and scientific elements will
be considered.

In considering these aspects, certain

educational implications will be pointed out.
I. Philosophical Elements
ChildS,l in discussing the philosophy underlying the
activity movement, points to the experimentalist's opinion
that "all ideas, beliefs and ideals grow out of, and relate
to, concrete experiences."

He holds that the mind is not

a ready-made structure, developed by formal disciplinary
exercise.

It is, rather, the result of a process of ex-

periencing or living.

Since difference in environment

causes difference in experience, it follows that it would
also cause a difference in mind.

"The individual is a

product of his own activity just as truly as he is a product
of the social influences which nurture his mind."

1.

Childs, John L. Education and the Philosophy of
Experimentalism.
The Century Company, New York
1931. pp. 8, 9.
'

r
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In using the term "experimentalism", Childs explains
that "it ref'ers to the general body of' philosophic thought
associated with the names of' Pierce, James and Dewey. ,,1
He chose the term instead of' using the more widely known
"activity movement" or "progressive educationll, because
of' its signif'icance in construing lif'e and knowledge.
He points out the relationship between this philosophy and
the ordinary world of' human experience in that it gathers
its intellectual materials f'rom concrete conditions.

The

physical and social environment must be studied to f'ully
comprehend its development.
In considering these two aspects, Childs points to certain social f'actors which he believes are at least partly
responsible f'or conditioning the thought of the experimentalists:
1.

The youth of the American Republic as compared with
European countries and the consequent lack of the
hampering inf'luences of tradition, customs and institutions.

2.

The fluidity of frontier lif'e and its inf'luence upon
the pioneer as compared with the rigidity of' life in
settled regions, of' Europe.

3.

The inf'luence of' natural resources upon social democracy and human progress.

1.

Ibid.,

pp. 6, 11.

/
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4.

The more recent influence of science and industry
upon the development of the United States.
In considering the basic principles of the philosophy

of experimentalism, it is easy to see how its conception
of experience, knowledge and social implications links it
closely to the philosophy of education.

The creed of the

experimentalist is that "life should be a continuous process
of growth through learning from experience." 1

He looks

to the schools for the development of habits and attitudes
conducive to constant learning from experience.
The educational implications of this point of view are
important: 2

,.

1.

It involves a shift in the basis of authority.

2.

It calls for a testing of beliefs, customs and moral
codes in the light of their consequences in ordinary
life experience.

3.

It discards the idea of absolute certainty and fixed
rules, because of the changing process of experience.

4.

It calls for hypotheses rather than dogmas and demands
modifications of these hypotheses as experience alters.

5.

It challenges the schools to equip students to experience on an experimental basis.

6.

It impels a new conception of nature and of man in the
light of present social and scientific knowledge.

1.
2.

Ibid.,

Y6Id.,

p. 43.
p. 51.
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II. Psychological Elements
In considering the psychological aspects of experimentalism, it is necessary to examine the great diversity of
viewpoints and the variety of psychological principles
held by conflicting schools of thought.
These differences were effectively brought out in the
deliberations of the various lectUrers at the Fifth World
Conference of the New Education Fellowship held at Elsinore,
Denmark, in August, 1929, on the subject of

!

~ew

Psychology

and New Education.

I

During the course of the Conference, the following
psychologies found expression: 11(1) Individual psychology,
emphasizing difference in mental types; (2) the psychology
of individuality, represented in their different ways by

,.

Montesorri and Nunn; (3) an American psychology, compounded
of behaviorism and pragmatism; (4) the Gestalt psychology,
and a related psychology of wholeness; (5) psycho-analysis
of the Freudian order; (6) a psychology of irrationalism,
going back to Nietzsche, expounded by Weismantel."l
In discussing these various stands, Boyd has pointed
out that this diversity of opinion need not be viewed with
alarm.

Neither should a premature synthesis be made,

according to his judgment, because of the possible danger

1.

Towards a New Education.
Edited by William Boyd for
The New Education Fellowship. Alfred A. Knopf,
New York, 1930. p. 348.
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of losing valuable "ideas tl •

He feels that there is a

promise of a unifying view in a consideration of the lectures as a whole, in that "on a survey of all that was said,
it seems possible to see the emergence of one dominant idea
as the characteristic principle of new educational thought
and practice, in the stressing of the whole as always greater
than and different from the parts. 1I

1

Childs concurs with Boyd in this view.

2

He points out

that a significant "conflict in psychology today is about
method and what should be taken as the elemental unit for
psychology."

He suggests "the complete unit of experience

as the foundational element."

He cautions against the

inevi table confusion which results from a separation of
the child and the environment.

If either behavior or en-

vironment is treated as a determining factor an abstraction
results which is misleading and confusing.
This same prinCiple of wholeness is expounded by Raup.3
He points out four characteristics illustrative of a general change in the psychological outlook:
1.

The new education insists that the learner must be
studied as a whole being if the most desirable values
in life are to be conserved.

r

1.
2.
3.

Ibid., p. 348.
Childs, John L. Education and the Philosophy of
Experimentalism. Ope cit., pp. '73-74.
Raup, R. B. "Is There a Psychology of Wholeness?",
Towards a New Education. Ope cit., pp. 398-410.
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2.

The creative factor in living and learning is a vital
note in the new education.

3.

The dominance of the present rather than the future
in the life of the learner is emphasized.

4.

The new education demands a social psychology for the
fuller understanding of the behavior of groups.
In summarizing these points, Raup emphasizes the"impor-

tance of the psychological movement which he calls "the
psychology of wholes or whole-events."

He reiterates the

belief of Boyd and Childs that a "whole event in the course
of living experience knows no essential separation between
~

environment and the organism.

No form of activity can be

concei ved properly as belonging nov; to the one and now to
the other. nl
Brim, in considering the psychological side of the activity movement, takes his stand with those who think in
terms of the whole child.
not a fiction.

He says, "The whole child is

Multiple learning is a fact.

The effort

to integrate school activities and these with life experiences is but sane psychology.,,2
Kilpatrick holds that psychology's best insight into
behavior and learning is exemplified in the basic principles

1.
2.

Ibid., p. 401.
BriIri, Orville G. "Basic Realities and the Activity
Movement," Progressive Education, p. 332. October,1934.
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of the activity movement.
affair of action.

He says" IILife is itself an

The individual" alive and alert, faces

at each moment some situation that is making demands upon
him and to which he responds with preferences and with efforts as an organized whole to attain these preferences."

1

Since it is agreed that learnings are never single and
that it is impossible to parcel out anyone factor for
specific training, significant educational implications
become apparent:
1.

The school must recognize that habits" purposes and
ideals are being formed constantly in the daily experiencing of the pupils.

2.

Children learn by practice - therefore schools should
provide adequate bases for practice in experiencing.

3.

Active experiencing and not isolated learning must be
the procedure if the school is to make use of psychological findings.

1.

•

Kilpatrick, W.

Thirty-third Yearbook. Ope cit." p. 200 •

'.
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III. Biological Elements
If the psychologist has pointed the way to the new

•

education, the biologist has been none the less helpful.
Childs says that "the experimentalist sees man as an organism in continuous interaction with its environment."l
He points to behavior, which he calls activity, as the most
characteristic thing about life .•

He shows that the anal-

ysis of any organic activity discloses itself both as a
function of the environment and a function of the organism.
For instance, breathing included air as well as lungs;
eating involves both food and digestive apparatus.

Habits

and acquired responses may be included in this reasoning;
for example, swimming necessitates water as well as the
movements of the arms and l-egs of the swimmer.

•

This recognition of the continuity of organism and environment is the foundation for the experimentalist's
challenge of many current educational practices.

He

attacks that procedure which "assumes that the individual
child is an isolated unit so completely self-enclosed that
he can be treated entirely apart from the environment which
actually penetrates his every act and thought."

2

In further discussing this interaction as the primary
fact in all experience, Childs explains the effort of the

•

1.
2.

Childs, John L. Education and the Philosophy of
Experimentalism. Ope cit., pp. '70- 171.
Ibid., p. 71.
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organism to maintain
with the

~orces

o~

li~e

by

e~~ecting

the environment.

an equilibrium
Constant adjustments

are necessary which may be secured by changes in the organism, the environment or both.

The

~ormation o~

habits is

described as a result of building into the structure
the organism those responses which
di~~iculties.

success~ully

o~

reduce

I

He considers experience as "an active process. of doing
and undergoing and not primarily a cognitive
knowledge experience is only one
Primary experience is not an
esthetic in quality, a matter
'doing and undergoing',

~orm o~

a~fair o~
o~

af~air.

The

experience ••••••

knowing; it is

'being and having',

o~

o~'su~~ering and enjoyin~,tI. 2

Nunn, in discussing basic principles

o~

experimental

education, makes an analysis almost identical to that made

•

by Childs.
thought

o~

3

He points out that the child must not be
apart

~rom

He cites J. S.

his environment.

Haldane who says that the

~undam.ental

a living creature is its dependence

characteristic of

~or

existence upon

active and perpetual intercourse with its environment.
Nunn holds that "the new education thinks of the child's
life dynamically as a process of give and take between

•

1.
2.
3.

Ibid.,p. 72.

I"6ICI., p. '78 •
Nunn, T. Percy.
"The Basic Principles of the New
Education", Towards a New Education. Ope cit., pp.
455-456.
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him and his environment, and consequently of the work of
the school as primarily to supply an environment containing
the elements deemed necessary for the best types of human
growth."

1

In considering these biological aspects, certain conclusions may be drawn in relation to education:
1.

The school is worthwhile only in so far as it is capable
of producing an envirorunent where experiences are truly educative.

2.

Purposeful activity is the only solution for satisfying
experience in a world of change.

By purposeful activity

is meant such an activity as may be initiated in response
to challenging difficulties in

~he

cni~dfs

present

experience.
3.

Since conditions change and experience goes on, the
school must use the present and not the past as a
criterion for evaluating principles.

1.

•
•

Ibid.,

p. 78 •
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IV. Scientific Elements
Much of the foundation for the scientific and experimen-

•

tal attitude which has marked so definitely the newer trends
in education, was laid in the latter part of the nineteenth
century.

A widespread interest in natural SCience, "with

which the names of Huxley and Spencer are most prominately
associated, accentuated the emphasis placed both on sensory motor experience and logical tbinking as the bases of
education ••••••... the nineteenth century witnessed a series
of radical and profound changes in both the theory and
practice of education •..•••.•• The beginnings of scientific
child study were well established."l
It remained, however, for the educators of the twentieth
century to attack, expand and develop the

•

exper~ental

study of children and place it upon a scientific basis. 2
The influence of our technological civilization, with its
attendant incorporation of scientific principles and procedures was felt in the educative process.

Especially

was this true of the experimentalist in education.
Machines, he reasoned, were developed through experimental
procedures. 3

They are in a constant state of adaptation,

•
1.

•

2.
3.

Darsie, Marvin L. "The Philosophic Origins of Progressive
Education", School and Society. p. 419. September 3G,
1933.
Ibid., p. 420.
ChfId s , J. L. Op. cit., pp. :3.5-36.
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modification

and improvement.

If these procedures could

so adequately extend man's control over his environment,
why could they not produce similar results in the social
and moral realm?
The experimentalist, however, while proceeding upon this
theory of scientific approach to difficult problems, does
not agree with those who hold that science has actually
reduced the uncertain, hazardous elements in human existence.
He grants that practical science has reduced in great degr.ee the struggle for bare existence with which man was
formerly

confront~d.

However, he points to the present

social maladjustments to. prove the precarious nature of
1
modern civilization.
He is challenged rather than daunted by the universality
of change.

•

It is his fundamental basis for the rejection

of all abs.olutes, finalities and fixed principles.

He

sees nature as "a moving complex scene of individualized,
qualitative events. 1I2

He sees these events linked and

influenced in various ways by other events.

In fact, he

accepts life as a process and shapes his thinking around
the factors he finds in experience.
Brim suggests the same line of thought when he points

•

to science as a freeing agency.3

•

1, Ibid.,

He credits it with

pp. 62-65.
p. 116.
3. Brim, Orville. Ope cit., pp. 331-332.
2.

IOIa.,
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releasing man from the domination of super-mundane powers
and revealing to him a world of law.

It not only freed

man, but fixed upon him the responsibility for working
out his own destiny.

In releasing man from intellectual

slavery, science has challenged the school.

Educators

must strive to develop self-direction rather than the old
obedience if scientific concepts are to function.
Significant conclusions may be drawn from these scientific aspects for education:
1.

The schools must recognize rapid change and the uncertain future.

2.

The schools must tleducate" rather than "indoctrinate",
that is, fixed beliefs and knowledge must be replaced
by analyses of changing situations through intelligent
understanding •

•

3.

The schools may perform their greatest service by
teaching how to think rather than what to think.
Sunnnary
Reviewing the various aspects of the related sciences

indicates that certain principles, ,basic to philosophy,
psychology, biology and science are likewise foundational

•

to progressive education •
The principles of growth, change, experience, continuous
development, freedom, initiative and activity are not

,
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isolated factors.

They function significantly in life

as well as in education, in fact, they are life, and as
such, demand consideration in the school.
In setting down the educational implications of the
philosophical, psychological, biological and scientific
aspects of experimentalism, it has been impossible to
draw definite lines of demarcation.

Overlapping exists,

but this s&me interrelationship may be seen throughout
and in this lies its greatest value •

•

CHAPTER III

TRACING AN ACTIVITY PROGRAM
IN
ONE PUBLIC SCHOOL

•

•

CHAPTER III
TRACING AN ACTIVITY PROGRAM IN ONE PUBLIC SCHOOL
Adams defines an activity as "any learning situation
which meets the natural interests and felt needs of
children and leads to better adjustments than did the
With this definition
traditional school organization. fll
in mind, it is possible to see the beginnings of an activity
program in the Nicholas Finzer School as long as twelve or
more years ago.

While these early efforts cannot be called

"activities" in the strictest sense of the term nor the
attempts called a "program", certainly, beginnings of our
unit type of teaching were present.
It is the purpose of this chapter to point out these
evidences of activity wherever they were found in the school.

•

Since these instances were the exceptional rather than the
uniform procedure, their recounting may appear to lack
coherence.

However, an effort will be made to show how

the influence of progressive

pract~ces,

in seemingly iso-

lated situations, eventually permeated the whole school.
It is necessary to recall, briefly, the teaching program of 1923 in order to get a clear picture of progress

,

from that time to the present.

•

1. Adams, Fay.
The Initiation of an Activity Program
into a Public School. Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
1934.
p. 3.

The typical elementary
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•

school of that day consisted of a kindergarten and eight
grades, with a departmentalization of the sixth, seventh
and eighth grades.

The program pigeon-holed the child's

day into thirty minutes for arithmetic, fifteen minutes
for spelling, twenty minutes for language and so on.
Subjects were compartmentalized and curricula were generally inflexible.

Even in the primary grades, time allot-

ment in subject matter divisions were of predominant concern.
Our first attempt to break down this rigid separation
of subjects was made in the departmental grades.

The

incentive was the eighth grade "commencement" - a designation given the exercises which marked the completion
of elementary school work.

It was suggested to the chil-

dren that it might be interesting for their parents and
friends to see the work that they had accomplished in the

•

8a grade and hear their reports of it •
With this thought in mind the 8a children spent the
major portion of their final semester in working out a
unit to be presented in some form for their parents and
friends at the close of the term.

This "commencement

program" as the children called it, became an institution,
and they discussed possible topics even before they
became 8a stUdents.
Each of the six teachers responsible for teaching the

•

children had a part in the execution of the unit, but the
teacher whose subject represented the major interest was
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•

responsible for directing the unit.

For instance, if the

subject matter emphasis was upon English, the English teacher
planned the procedure with the group and delegated the
responsibility for related subject matter to the teacher
of that subject.

An effort was always made to choose a

unit in which as many subjects as possible could be correlated.

The choice of the subject was made by the children

with the help of the teachers.

In looking back, however,

over the variety of subjects utilized, the question arises
as to how much of the choice lay with the children.
A description of one of the earlier units worked out
on this plan will be given to show how a unification of
subject matter was effected.
This particular 8a had always been interested in nature
study.

•

They had made collections of autumn leaves, flowers

and shrubs, rocks and shells to show color in nature •
Their home room teacher used this interest to direct their
attention to color in other fields.

They soon decided

to use this subject with all of its ramifications for their
8a unit study.
This was the type of unit that we liked to work out
because of its great possibilities for correlation.

The

English teacher guided the study of color in literature.
The children read poems, stories and descriptive passages

•

to find words expressive of color.

Each child kept a

word list in his notebook and once a week the most colorful

~

words were written into a class book.
In the history class, the natural sources of color were
determined.

In so far as possible, books were put at

the disposal of the children so that they could find for
themselves that the indigo plant grew in the Nile Valley
more than five thousand years ago; that Tyrian purple was
secured at great cost from a species of sea snail found
in the Mediterranean and that ultramarine was actually
made in the eleventh century in Asia by grinding species
of the precious lapis-lazuli stone.

In the search for

sources of color, the children came across such interesting accounts of colored stones, both synthetic and precious,
that they asked if they might include jewelry in their
historical summary.

Since this was the type of investi-

gation which we were so anxious to secure, the suggestion
was enthusiastically received and the children were told
to bring to class for discussion any correlated lines of
interest.

Whenever such a suggestion was brought in, it

was discussed from the standpoint of acceptability to the
class; greater enrichment of the unit; availability of
source material for its study; and general worthwhileness
for inclusion in the program.

It was accepted or rejected

by the class on these bases.
The science teacher took groups to visit the Kentucky
Color and Chemical Company to see the process of making
powdered pigments, and to Kurfees' Paint Company to see
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these pigments mixed to make colored paints.
The art teacher considered color printing from the standpoint of its value in advertising.

•

The Standard Printing

Company was visited to see the process of color printing.
The children used the advertising principles in making
charts and posters for use in the final program.

They

discussed the relative desirability of certain color combinations from the standpoint of force, attraction, beauty
and carrying quality.

They made rough designs and exper-

imented with them in other classes to test for these qualities through childrens responses.
Color symbolism and its relation to every day life was
another point of departure in the art room.

Appreciations

were developed through discriminating choices of color.
Opportunities were provided for flower arrangements in the
schoolroom.

Principles of color harmony were discussed

and certain simple guides to pleasing combinations were
evolved.

The same idea was carried out in costume design.

The children experimented with different color combinations
to secure pleasing effects in costume.
Pictures were used to show how these same principles
were carried over into the home, the shop, and the theatre.
The music teacher conducted an experiment to test what,
if any, color responses were aroused when widely different
musical selections were played.

For example, children

were asked to write down what emotion was felt when certain
musical selections were played.

The words were written
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,.

on slips of paper and children were told to check against
any word which expressed their feeling or if nothing was
Some of the selections used were:

felt to make no marks.

"Morning", "March from Tannhauser,"

Chopin's "Funeral

March ", and P aderewski 's . "Minuet" •
Protective coloration in nature was used by the geography teacher to illustrate the security of the natural
environment for birds and animals.

She initiated the study

by the recall of much reading that had been done by the
class on the subject of man's ability to protect himself
against the environment.

The question was raised, "What

do birds and animals do?" "How can they protect themselves?"
Discussion brought out that animals (excepting domesticated
animals) must protect themselves against man, and in this
way they are aided by nature.

A colored picture of an

Arctic tern, snowy white, large but almost invisible
against its background of snow and ice, was shown to the
children.

Through this lead, the study was launched.

The search for pictures and source material on the subject
of protective coloration brought to light so much that was
of interest to the children that the regions introduced,
covered the world in span.
were amazingly wide.

The geographical ramifications

The study included:

1.

Climate, temperature and rainfall.

2.

Vegetation, with the attendant problem of food.

3.

Surface conditions of the various countries.
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4.

Bird routes (traced on map).
The attitude of inquiry was present constantly.

There

was so much of the "why" and the "how" in their minds.
How could birds travel such long distances without rest?
How did we know that this was true?

Why did birds fly

in certain formations?
They were guided in their search for solutions by the
classroom teacher and by Miss Yunker, the Supervisor of
Gardens and Nature Study in the Louisville Public Schools.
Certain valuable books were made available for reference
through the courtesy of friends of the school.
These children were very anxious to make something for
their commencement which would show the magic of this
merging of the birds' color into the background of his
environment.

After much discussion, planning and exper-

imentation, they hit upon the idea of making habitats in
sand trays and making birds to fit these habitats.
showed great ingenuity in perfecting these.
made of papier mache'

&~d

They

Birds were

painted in their natural colors.

The environment was shown in the sand tray.

Grass, twigs,

flowers and branches were used to make a life-like habitat.
In the case of the tern, which fascinated the children,
and which they insisted upon reproducing, cotton and glazed
paper were used to simulate the snow and ice of the Arctic
region.

A background was painted to further characterize

this setting.

This particular phase of the unit was rich

l
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in its opportunities for problem solving, creative expression and subject matter integration throughout.
From all of this color work a program was evolved for
commencement.

As has been indicated, this was the real

purpose for the execution of the unit.
The explanation of this procedure has been given in some
detail because for several years to follow, all 8a units
were worked out on this same plan.

It should be noted,

however, that this organization was used only in 8a.

In

the other departmental grades - 6a, 7b, 7a, and 8b - tlle
regular history, geography, English, SCience, and mathematics courses in their unrelated aspects were used.
It will be seen that mathematics did not enter as a part
of the correlated work in the color unit.

This was usually

true of any unit that was chosen and so the regular course
in mathematics was followed rather consistently.

The

question may arise as to how the other prescribed work fitted
into this program.

The English teacher had just as great

opportunity in unit teaching as otherwise for written and
oral expression.

Letters always needed to be written ask-

ing for permission to visit, and thanking for the visit
upon return to school, information secured on trips had to
be organized and reported, discussions always preceded and
followed excursions, and talks had to be prepared for the
final program.

\

1
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The art and music presented no problem because or the
greater rluidity or these courses or study.
The sCience, history and geography presented the greatest problem rrom the course or study content side.

Our

usual procedure was a compromise in these situations.
Orten the unit chosen showed less emphasis upon science
or history and geography than upon English.

In this case,

as much time as was necessary ror the correlated teaching
was given and then the regular course or study resumed.
Ir the emphasis or the unit centered largely upon anyone
or these subjects, we tried to adjust the schedule so that
more time could be given, and in this way the required
course or study material be presented.

One great help

in this adjustment was the attitude of the children.

They

were so anxious to work on the commencement program that
they were willing to give up study periods, come before
school in the morning or take extra home work assignments
to make up their "regular work".
Since the unit always set up problems to be solved, certain habits of work and study were developed that aided
tremendously in attacking and completing the isolated subject matter course that we relt obligated to consider.
From the standpoint of learning, this newer type procedure pointed to certain educational implications:
1.

Group participation, with its attendant sharing of
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experiences.
2.

Problem solving, with its opportunities for choice,
decision and judgment.

3.

Unification of subject matter, with its pull away
from isolation.

4.

Constructional activity, with its opportunities
for creative expression.
In making a critical evaluation of this piece of work,

it may readily be seen that the weak points outweigh the
strong ones.

While there was a definite motivation which

was especially desirable at a time when subjects generally
were pigeon-holed, undoubtedly the project itself was superimposed.

It is unlikely that the children would have

chosen this subject of their own volition.

Neither can

one be at all certain that it answered a "felt need".
Certain phases of the plan bear close scrutiny: for instance,
excursions, in a day when these were not considered a
legitimate part of the school program and had to be consummated after school hours.

The expressional work also

measured well up to present day standards.

However, ex-

cellent opportunities for experiencing were neglected; for
instance, in the section where pigments, paints and dyes
were studied, the possibility of dyeing materials was
entirely overlooked.

The greatest value in the study of

color is through its use.

Mixing, combining and selecting
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colors should have been experienced by all children
throughout the project.
In the section on "Color and Sound", the association
between color and music, while entirely possible to highly
sensitized adults, seems very remote when an average group
of children is considered.
The question may arise as to why this same type of work
was not provided for the other classes in the departmental
grades, especially since the results were so satisfactory
in our opinion.

As has been pointed out, the Nicholas

Finzer School is a public school in a large system, and
any wholesale departure from accepted practices would not
have been tolerated.

In the endeavor to make an opening

wedge, the eighth grade seemed the logical one with Which
to experiment because the motive was so vital to every
child.

Moreover, the parents were so enthusiastic over

the final program with its resumer of accomplishments

"

that they registered satisfaction rather than opposition
to the freer type of work.
In the other grades of the school, lb through 6b, each
class is under the direction of one teacher.
time

the~was

At this

little in the way of activities in the broader

sense, seen in the school.

Both intermediate and primary

grades adhered rigidly to a time schedule and subjects were
.>

~

fitted into the compartments of the schedule.

DraWing,

music and industrial work, as it was then called, had no
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more relation to other subjects than had arithmetic.
This rigidity was probably less true of the early elementary grades than of the intermediate, however, as the influence of the kindergarten has always had a liberalizing
effect upon the first grade.

Then too, the younger chil-

dren are naturally more spontaneous in thought and action
than those of the intermediate groups.

Even traditional-

ly, more freedom has been countenanced with the little
children.

They have more generally explored the neighbor-

hood and enjoyed life experiences.

However, these experi-

ences were incidental rather than foundational.

They did

not unify the reading, language, spelling and expressional
work.

The course of study had to be followed and life

experiences were not a part of it.
During the years, 1924 and 1925, the teaching of health
gained impetus in the schools.

"May Day - Child Health

Day" was generally sloganized.

There seemed to be an

opportunity to use this new interest for integrative purposes in the school.

A health pageant was decided upon

for a May Day program.
A faculty meeting was held early in the
plans were laid.

sem~ster

when

Each class was to contribute an episode

based upon the results of the health work carried on during
the term.

By this procedure, the course of study require-

ments were fulfilled, yet each teacher was challenged to
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produce some result which would be acceptable for a
unified program.

Since there was much subject matter

overlapping in the health outlines for the various grades,
•

meetings were held and committees formed to organize the
program.

This was not done, however, until all possible

contributions from each class were listed and considered.
This listing brought into play real thinking on the part
of the children.

It was necessary for them to suggest

the type of program which they desired.

They were en-

couraged to think of as many types as possible.

All

suggestions were taken and listed on the board.

Then

each suggestion was weighed and considered in the light
of its advantages and disadvantages.

Would the idea

lend itself to reproduction in a program?
dren could participate?
be secured?

How many chi l-

Could the necessary materials

Was the end-result interesting?

Would it

be a worthy summary of a semester's work?
By this method of critical evaluation, the list of
suggestions was usually reduced to two or three likely
problems.

Of these the class selected the most desirable.

This procedure was consistently followed throughout the
entire preparatory period.

Problems arose constantly.

For instance, since the program was to be given in the
yard, the question of whether the audience could see and

,

hear was constantly in mind.

Was the lettering on the
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slogans large enough for all to see?
fects pleasing from a distance?

Were the color ef-

Did the speakers enunciate

clearly enough for the audience to hear them?

Was the

content of the episode clear and definite enough for the
audience to grasp the meaning?
These are but a few samples of the great variety of
problems which demanded thinking and judgment on the part
of the children, and here-in seems to have lain the greatest value of the activity.

When the program was finally

perfected, not only each class, but also each child in the
school had a part.
drills and rhythms.

This necessitated a large number of
For instance, when one class wished

to emphasize the value of fresh air in the room of a sleeping Child, all those not actually participating in the
dramitization of this episode, became fresh air sprites
dancing about the stage.

When another class told about

the importance of fresh vegetables in the child's diet,
every child not actually speaking, became a vegetable for
the background.
Since the school has no auditorium, all efforts to unite
the school become problems.

The halls are narrow and no

two rooms may be thrown together by raising blackboards
as is often the case in old schools.
only solution.

The yard offers our

It is inadequate and unsatisfactory, but

the only possibility.

Consequently, the yard was used
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and several hundred parents, friends, neighbors and invited
guests formed an audience which stood against the fence,
since there was no way of providing seats for more than
a very few.
Certain significant educational outcomes grew out of
this project.

In the first place, the health teaching

was vitalized.

In going from room to room during the

preparatory period, it was easy to see how the abstract

•

qualities of air, water, sunshine and the like were becoming actual, through the child's interest in the dramatization, the story or the song in which these elements
figured.

Even more significant was the effect of this

creative work upon the children.
fied with the more formal work.

They were less satisThis dissatisfaction

on their part became a powerful factor in awakening
teachers to a consideration of activity versus subject
matter learning.
Then, the preparation of these episodes demanded an
integration of subject matter in each room.

Posters were

made to advertise the pageant and placed in the halls of
the school and in neighborhood stores.

These provided

great opportunity for ingenuity and creativeness in design
and in the message they were meant to convey.

Charts and

placards used in the final performance demanded neatness
of execution and skill in lettering.

Costumes had to be

planned and these opened the way for a study of pleasing
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color effects and the reasons for choosing certain colors.
For instance, why green was chosen to portray rest;
yellow, for sunshine; gray, for rain, and so on.
The same type of integration was true of the music.
In the departmental grades, where one teacher taught music
to the sixth, seventh and eighth grades, an interesting
experiment was carried out in two classes.

The children

made their first attempt at writing the words and music
of a song, to be used, of course, in the final performance
as a contribution from the music department.

In the other

grades, where each teacher taught the music to her own class
different results were seen.

Some classes wrote original

words to songs already in their repertoire, and other
classes searched for

s~ngs,

new or old, which best expressed

the mood of their episode.
Both teachers and children were guided in the execution
of the drills and rhythms by Miss Caroline Strubel, at
that time Assistant Supervisor of Physical Training in the
Louisville Public Schools.

Miss Strubel recognized the

opportunity for integration which the pageant offered in
her subject.

She not only made application of much course

of study material, but also suggested possibilities for
creating rhythms which were more suitable to our purpose.
The making of the costumes was rich in unifying features.
Materials had to be decided upon, selected, purchased and
made.

Each class was responsible for its own costumes
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with the teacher in general charge.

It was interesting

and significant to note the way in which the different
teachers attacked and solved this problem.

In certain

instances, the teachers let the children work out and
make their own costumes.

For instance, dry cleaning bags

were painted red and stuffed with crumpled newspapers to
represent large red apples.

In other cases, especially

in the lower grades, excellent cooperation was secured
from the home in planning and making the costumes.
Mothers came to school and worked with the teachers and
children in making the costumes.

In a number of cases,

however, this opportunity for experiencing was lost.
This occurred when the teacher's desire for a finished
and beautiful result closed her eyes to the real purpose
,

of the activity - 'growth f9r the child through creative
experiencing.
In the field of English, integrative factors were
readily

I

.

,

They included the writing of the

re~ognizable.

play, story or

featur~

that the class deqided to present,

'the organization of material secured from various sources;
the reporting of this material to the class for acceptance
or rejection; the discussion periods in which problems
were considered;

th~

writing of letters of thanks to per-

sons who helped in any way; the writing of summaries or
reports of findings for future reference, and the writing
of invitations to parents, friends and other guests.

.....

~.
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Certain desirable social attitudes were apparently
concomitant outgrowths of the whole endeavor.

Group

participation, cooperation, a community interest in the
school, a strengthening of the bond between the home and
school through shared experience, a better understanding
of the difficulties with which we are confronted, and our
adaptation to these existing circumstances.
Throughout this period of time there was a constant and
insistent desire on the part of the writer to break down
the isolated teaching situations and develop a more cooperative type of work in which there would be more sharing
of experiences.

Some excellent teachers weTe using the

most formal methods.

It had been hoped that the health

pageant would have a carry-over value in showing the
interests aroused by purposeful endeavor.

In the major-

ity of cases, however, once the incentive was removed, the
old type of isolated teaching was resumed.

The philosophy

was not taking hold.
It seemed then, that the one plan of attack must be
through the stimulation of the teachers.

Certainly, the

writer's personal philosophy precluded any attempt at
coercion or authoritarianism.

Even formal teaching was

preferable to that obtained by superimposition.
With the thought ever in mind that something must be

,

substituted for the lack of an auditorium or meeting place,
a little theatre seen in an exhibition at the meeting of
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the Department of Superintendence in Chicago in 1926,
offered a happy suggestion.

,

Here was a device, small

enough to be moved from room to room, yet large enough in
which to give marionette or puppet shows.

By placing it

upon a box or table in the front of the room, children in
the last row could see as well as those in front.
After discussing the idea with the teachers, it was
decided to make a theatre for use in the school.

A sig-

nificant fact was the suggestion of one teacher that
different classes be allowed to work upon it in the shop
so that it would be more definitely a school possession.
This suggestion was encouraged, and while the task of
actual construction fell to groups of older boys, those
in the intermediate grades had a part in the painting and
decorating.

Older boys again had to care for the more

difficult process of Wiring.
the curtain.

The girls selected and made

Splendid examples of desirable attitudes

on the part of the children were evidenced in the construction of the little theatre.

They constantly pointed out

that it was "for the school" and so must be made well.
The willingness to step aside for the good of the group
was a new experience for these children.

•

Opportunities

for problem solving presented themselves when the working
drawing for the theatre was found to be inaccurate.

,

Since

we had sent to Chicago for this drawing, there was no one

..
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to consult other than the shop teacher, who very wisely
made a class problem of it.

,

This very fortunate inaccu-

racy brought a much larger number into the actual construction problem than would have been possible in any other
way.

The solving of the problem was effected by dividing

the class into groups and letting each group experiment
for itself.

During these experimentations, and later in

the actual construction of the theatre, the following
operations were necessary:
1.

Finding the floor space required for the corrected base.

2.

Figuring the necessary height from the floor.

3.

Figuring the necessary change in length due to the
required change in height.

4.

Figuring the required board feet of lumber.

5.

Figuring the cost per foot of the lumber.

6.

Figuring the required feet of wire.

v.

Figuring the cost per foot of wire.

8.

Figuring the cost of the completed theatre.
The completed theatre accomplished all that we could

have wished.

The children were delighted with it and

each class wanted to use it.

This suggested some neces-

sary type of procedure whereby the children could know

•

when and for what purposes they could expect to use the
theatre.

,

The teachers met and discussed what they consid-

ered legitimate purposes for the theatre's use.

-

•
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,

following were suggested:
1. Dramatization of stories.
2. Programs for special days (Columbus Day, Arbor Day etc.)
3. Dramatization of original stories or plays.
4. Health program.

,

5. Accident prevention program or exhibit.
6. Program. for parent-teacher meeting.
'l.

A culminating program. for a unit of work.

Another desirable outgrowth of the use of the little
.theatre throughout the school was the absolute necessity
for creative work before it could be used.
had to

as~ume

Each class

full responsibility for painting the back-

ground and making the figures needed for the production
it had chosen.
This creative work had a real effect upon the penmanship
and spelling.

Plays, stories and charades were written

by the children and developed in the theatre.

A real need

arose for legible writing when parts had to be read by
children other than the author, which was always the case
in the marionette shows.

Spelling also was a necessary

accomplishment to insure smooth reading.

Arithmetic too,

was an important feature because scale drawings, usually

•

one-half inch to a foot, were needed in making the background.

,

Children saw in these situations a real need for

the skills.
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Attitudes of appreciatiom and evaluation were developed
by allowing the children to choose and decide the relative
merits of suggested stories and types of programs which
would be presented in the little theatre.

Initiative and

ingenuity were seen in the making of the figures for the
dramatizations.

These figures ranged from simple bits

of cardboard nailed to sticks, in the lower grades, to
marionettes of the most ambitious type in the upper grades.
Oral expression received a great impetus throughout the
school, 'because the theatre required a speaking from behind
the scenes instead of the usual facing the audience.

This

gave a feeling of security to the more timid children and
many who had never before participated were now eager to
help.

Also in the try-outs for parts, much self-conscious-

ness was overcome by the fact that the figures seemingly

•

did the talking •
Since freedom and facility of expression has always been
one of the greatest weaknesses of the school, improvement
along this line was one of the most gratifying outcomes.
In September, 192", Miss Martha Kelly, formerly of the
Lincoln School Staff in New York, became Primary Supervisor
of the Louisville Public Schools.

•

During the summer of

1927, Miss Kelly conducted classes at the University of
Louisville, and two of our primary teachers, Miss Mabel

,

Smith and Miss Margaret Bennett, were members of these

.
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.,
classes.

Miss Kelly gave one course in primary methods and another

,

in primary curriculum.

It was this latter course which

decidedly influenced the thinking, not only of these two
teachers, but others at Finzer, who

c~ae

into contact with

them.

Miss Kelly used Curriculum-Making in an Elementary

School

by the Lincoln School Staff as a basis for discus-

sion.

This book was not published until later in the

same year so the material as used was in manuscript form.
The idea of large units,' children's interests, purposeful
activity and life needs constituted the philosophy in mind,
and it may readily be seen how this influence was carried
over into the Finzer School •

•

The following summer (1928), Miss Martha Peck Porter,
also of the Lincoln School Staff, came to teach in the

•

University of Louisville Summer School •

Miss Lottie

Gwaltney, another one of our teachers, was chosen by Miss
Kelly, then Primary Supervisor, to be Miss Porter's assistant during the Summer Session.

Miss Porter's philosophy

of education and her ideas of curriculum were practically
identical with those of Miss Kelly, so consequently the
work went forward.

•

In this class, the members not only

wrote a unit, but actually worked it out from the standpoint of constructional outcomes.

They used boxes,

orange crates and cartons for creative expression.
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When Miss Gwaltney came back to school in the fall, she

-

put into immediate practice Miss Porter's ideas and sugges-

,

tions.

She had worked out a community unit during the

summer and she used this plan for her second grade class
in the fall.

Her children explored the community and found

it rich in material.

Within a radius of eight blocks from

the school, it was possible to visit a grocery-store, a
drug-store, a florist shop, a fire-engine station, a police
sub-station, a branch bank and a branch library.
A Finzer School Community was built and set up upon the

,

scho~l

room floor.

For the first time, the constructional

was large enough to allow the children to work and play in
the buildings.

Natural flowers, grown from seeds that

they had themselves planted, bloomed in the florist shop.
They actually sold groceries over the counter in the grocery
store.

This entailed the use of money and the counting

and weighing of commodities.

Arithmetic in such a situation

was not a thing apart but a real experience.

Change had

to be made; eggs, oranges and bananas had to be counted;
sugar, rice and hominy had to be weighed.

Then too, these

children learned the dates of the month for keeping the
library records; they bought stamps from their drug store

•

(entailing the use of addition, subtraction, and multiplication) and made charts to keep records of dates of planting, germination, and various stages of growth of the seeds
they had planted.

I
...

.'
:

»

-
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Lack of

fl~or

space proved our greatest handicap and

it became necessary to replace one building with another
instead of having an aggregate ensemble as we had at first

t

planned.

These difficulties seemed to kindle rather than

dampen the enthusiasm, however, and even the janitor made
room in an already overcrowded basement for cartons that
were to be used at a later date but which had to be secured
whenever and wherever possible.
We now had a teacher in the kindergarten, in the first
grade and in the second grade who were basing their teaching upon life experiences and creative activities.

With

supervisor, principal and teachers in accord on this basic
philosophy, results were beginning to show.
The following year (1930) brought Miss Elsie Clapp, who
had formerly worked with Dewey, to the Ballard School, near
Louisville.

Miss Clapp gave courses in the principles of

progressive education at the University of Louisville, and
two more of the Finzer primary teachers, Miss Elsie Vaughan
and Miss Cordelia Sims, enrolled in one of her first classes.
Since Miss Clapp always made provision for her classes to
visit the Ballard School, these teachers had the advantage
of seeing the principles of progressive education carried

•

out under more or less ideal conditions.

It was Miss

Clapp's policy to point out the feasibility of incorporating
progressive practices into traditional classrooms.
Teachers in her classes were encouraged to work out unit
plans which were applicable to their own situations.
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As may be aeen, the roster of teachers having experience
with the philosophy and principles of the new education
was steadily increasing.

•

Undoubtedly the influence of

their practices carried over to the other teachers who had
been less flexible in their thinking.

.

Evidences of increased

activity were seen in the greater amount and greater variety
of expressional work executed, such as making booklets,
pictorial borders, making animals, making toys, etc.
This, however, was not fundamentally significant because
expressional work in itself is not indicative of real experi#

encing.

It is possible to have constructional work that

is just as isolated as compartmentalized subject matter.
However, any experimentation along the lines of the newer

•

practices seemed significant in certain classrooms •
As may be seen, the increase in the activity type program
was taking place in the primary grades.

Five of the primary

teachers had now been enrolled in classes dealing with the
principles of progressive education.

They had worked out

units and tested them in their classrooms.

They had ob-

served the practices in a progressive school and were
carrying out their work on the basis of life experiences
and felt needs of the children.

•

They were aided and en-

couraged in their work by the generally changed attitude
toward the curriculum in the elementary school.
in the primary grades was this true.

Especially

The unit type program

was replacing the separate-subject type program, and the
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,•

time schedule began disappearing from teachers' doors.
Instead of the ten, fifteen and twenty minute periods of

,

unrelated teaching, a long period constituted the activity

•

period.

•

recognized that initiating, planning, purposing, and creating

The principle of educating the whole child

called into play so many interrelated learnings that no
sharp line could be drawn for language, composition, history
or geography.

When the need arose, it was met, regardless

of subject name or time schedule.

Primary teachers espec-

ially were beginning to think in terms of the unit curric-

....

ulum.

They saw how the child's interest motivated the

work and how this interest was carrying over into related
subjects when a definite purpose was seen.
In the upper grades, the junior high school organization
was affecting the few elementary schools which still retained
the seventh and eighth grades.

History and geography were

no longer taught separately, but were merged into "social
studies ll •

The school day was lengthened, and 50 or 55

minute periods replaced the 30 or 45 minute periods.
More attention was given to physical education and in a
different way.

Games, including football, baseball, basket-

ball and volley ball, became part of the school program.

,

Vocational education was emphasized by longer periods in
the shops and kitchen.

Future planning with the children

as to choice of a life work, and guidance in securing
necessary information and if possible, experience, became
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an important part of the work.

Clubs gave opportunity

to include certain desirable phases of art, literature,

,

dramatics, athletics, and vocations that the regular course
forbade.

The Finzer School welcomed the opportunity to

embrace what it could of the newer plan.

Physical handi-

caps limited its possibilities, however.

Here again,

modification and adaptation were the best that could be
accomplished.
-

The social studies plan, instead of the old separated

history and geography periods was a welcome and easily
acquired innovation.

The new Rugg Social Science Books,

with their companion work books, replaced the separate

-

history and geography texts.
t

plan of procedure.

Problem solving became the

For instance: Why is immigration into

cities conducive to poverty? or Why do trade and transportation tend to follow natural highways? or What land shall
be reforested?
In solving the problem at hand, every resource possible
was exhausted.

Books, newspapers, magazines, the public

library, the Filson Club and the Department of Education
in Washington were consulted as the needs arose.

In

attacking the problem, it was customary to divide the

•

class into groups so that different aspects could be investigated.

Each group elected a chairman, who was respon-

sible for the final summation of the results of that
particular phase of the larger question.
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This summarization took different forms.

•

Sometimes the

chairman made an oral report of the work done by his
committee.

Sometimes the work was in the form of an

exhibit which had been assembled for the class.

If this

were the case, an explanation of the collection was the
,

0"

method of reporting results.

Sometimes a group elected

to work out a dramatization to clarify a problem.

In

this case, the final performance became the report.

Again,

·a group was given the opportunity of planning and securing
suitable pictures for the class bulletin board.

One instance

of particular originality was displayed by a gro¥P that made
lantern slides

~ut

of old window glass and then borrowed the

lantern from the central office so that the slides could be
used for demonstration purposes.
It may be seen how creative thinking entered, both in the
The teacher's place

problem and in the method of attack.

had been changed entirely in this new scheme.
adviser and guide instead of instructor.
tions but the children made decisions.

She became

She made suggesIt was her purpose

to present vital problems which would challenge the best
possible efforts and at the same time develop desirable
social attitudes in the children.
strategic in this respect.

Her position was most

Present day problems such as

the national income and its distribution or technological
progress and its effect upon production gave excellent
opportunity to guide the thinking of her group along the line

..

,

-

•
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.•

of future planning.

Children were given the idea that

problems change with conditions, that experience must
constantly be reconstructed in the light of present circumstances, ,and that

w~

have no certain knowledge of the future.

This was the philosophy behind the plan and method used

,.
,

with the older children.
It was this type of thinking that we were endeavoring
to secure and it is this type of problem solving that we
h~ve

made, and are continuing to make, the basis for our

social studies procedure in the Finzer School.
In science, as ih the social studies, significant changes
in, content and method have been seen.

The laboratory

method has superseded the textbook method and the subject

•

is attacked through the problem to be solved.

Since there

is no laboratory in the Finzer School, our experimentation
is limited by our equipment.

However, a problem such as

"How Man Lights His Home fl gives much opportunity for
experimentation.
English has always been rich in opportunities for creative
thinking, purposeful activity and development of appreciations.
We have long used the unit type of organization in this
subject because it has lent itself so easily to this form.
Excursions have provided opportunities for a great diversity
of expression.

,

The trip had to be planned.

for it had to be requested by a letter.
had to be provided •

Permission

Transportation

What was to be looked for required

•
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a carefully planned preparatory outline.

..

information was to be used required decision.
of thanks was necessary upon their return.

.-

How the acquired

.

A letter
The ramifica-

tions were great •
In working out a problem in the classroom, the same
.,

procedure as that followed in the social studies department
was seen.

Small groups worked on phases of the big problem.

Pictures, exhibits, bulletin boards, original poems, plays
or stories, dramatizations and programs expressed the
creative work.
The intermediate grades were also feeling the effects
of the unit type of organization.

It had always seemed

•

as if the experiencing that was provided for the children
of this age level was less vital than that of either the
older or younger groups.

The spontaneous activity of the

little children and the adolescent interests of the older
ones seemed to overshadow this intermediate group to an
unwarranted degree.
For this reason we felt an especial sense of gratification when the fifth grade asked to have a school garden.
It was in the early days of the depression when the plea
to "plant a garden" was heard on all sides.

•

•

During a

meeting of the Current Events Club, this plea was discussed •
The question was raised by one of the children as to whether it wouldn't help if the class had a garden.

The question

was taken under advisement because no one could suggest

,

.
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where the garden might be planted.
•

It· was later decided

to rerer the question to the principal with reasons for
the request.
This seemed a rare opportunity to secure the type of
experience that had long been desired for these children.

-

However, the old-fashioned brick school yard hemmed in by
sheds, rences and garages made any planting on the school
premises an absolute impossibility.

The children were

told that we would appeal to the entire group of teachers
at the next faculty meeting for help in solving their
problem.
•

This brought a new idea into their minds.

Maybe other classes would like to have a garden too, and
they could work together.

Further discussion suggested

still another possibility.

Why not have a big garden,

at least big enough ror the whole school to use and then
call it the Nicholas Finzer School Garden.
When the question was brought up at the faculty meeting,
opinion as to the advisability of the project was divided.
Location was the first stumbling block, lack of implements
another, and a cold, rainy spring still another.

Miss

Smith suggested, at once, a vacant lot two doors from the
school.

This lot had long been used as a neighborhood

dump and seemed to be in a hopeless state as far as a
garden was concerned.

..

Miss Gwaltney agreed with Miss

Smith that the lot had possibilities and orrered to be a
member of a committee to investigate 1.ts use for the school.

»
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Miss Smith, Miss ,Gwaltney and two of the fifth grade
children composed the committee.

Since no one knew who

owned the lot, this was the first problem to be solved.

.-

A neighbor was discovered by one of the children who knew
~

the owner and gave us his address.
the owner without delay.

The committee visited

He not only gave his unqualified

permission for our use of the lot, but urged us to call
upon him if we needed additional help in clearing away the
rubbish.
The fifth grade wrote a letter of thanks to the owner,
and then began on a plan for the organization of the school •

.

It was decided to send a speaker into every room of the
school to explain the purpose in having a garden and invite

•

each class to participate.

In preparation for the announce-

ments in the rooms, the children agreed that they must know
about the garden before they spoke, so that they would be
able to answer any question which might arise.

They listed

on the board all the reasons for having a garden, what they
hoped to do and how they planned to do it.

From this they

developed an outline which they used to help them in making
talks for the various grades.

Each child in the room

prepared a talk for a certain grade-division in the school.

..

They were allowed to choose the grade which they wanted,
because it was pointed out that the speakers for the lower

•

divisions would have to be very careful that the little
children understood what they were trying to tell.

After
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a check had been made to

...
\

\.

in~u:r~

a speaker for every division,

they went to work upon their speeches.

Since there were

thirty-eight children and only eighteen rooms, the speakers
were selected by popular vote in the class.

A set of

standards for judging the relative value of the talks was
d9cided upon and placed on the board.

With these in mind,

the ciass passed upon the merits of each speaker and made
its choice.
The speakers were enthusiastically received and the
interest ran high.

Since the fifth grade had conceived

the idea and initiated the activity, it was decided to hold
them in the position of a steering or executive committee.
They immediately asked that each grade-division appoint a

•

class representative to meet with them •
Plans for effective administration were discussed in
each room.

Excellent suggestions came from the different

groups and were referred to the large committee.

In

securing these suggestions, the teachers presented the problem from all angles.

Not every class thought of the same

aspects, but the more significant difficulties were suggested
by all.

For instance, "How shall we water the garden?"

was discussed from the first grade through the eighth, but
the question, IIWhat is the composition of the soil?" showed
the more mature thinking of the older children.
The final list of problem solutions which had been evolved
by the entire school presented a significant array of

,..

'.

'

•
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analytical data.

A few of the solutions are listed to

show the nature of the problems raised.

•

1.

Give an Easter sale to raise money for the garden implements •

2.

Visit the office of the Supervisor of School Gardens
(Miss Yunker) for suggestions.

3.

Visit the garden of a nursery-man on the 18th Street Road.
(The owner was a relative of a first grade child.)

4.

Interview a neighbor to secure permission to use hydrant.

5.

Write to the Department of Agriculture in Washington
for blllletins.

6.

Interview the neighborhood florist for suggestions
as to the use of fertilizer.
All of the above listed suggestions were used.

•

Easter sale proved to be a unit within a unit.
school participated with a common interest.

The
The entire

The suggestion

came from the 6b class, so they were allowed the major
responsibility, but every class cooperated.

Eggs. were

dyed and decorated, and soft toys in the shapes of rabbits
and chickens were made of flannel and stuffed with cotton.
Easter cards were designed and block printed.

Posters

advertising the sale were placed in the halls and in
neighborhood stores.
-and friends.

Invitations were written to parents

Not only was the original purpose of raising

money fulfilled, but valuable educational outcomes were

,

achieved.

The common purpose and large group participation

engendered a closer relationship throughout the school.

..
·

,
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·
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Arithmetic was seen in a new light by the children as
a result of the sale.

The need for funds was definite.

The purpose of the sale was clear.
buy materials for articles

It was necessary to

which were later to be sold.

Comparative buying, profit and loss entered here.

Per-

cent of cost price which must be charged as gain, number
of articles which must be sold to reach a certain monetary
goal, a system of marking to insure perfect understanding
among the salespeople - these were but a few of the problems which arose.

A record had to be kept of expenditures

and accounts balanced.
bank account opened.

Money had to be counted and a
The whole plan was rich in oppor-

tunities to incorporate arithmetic into life situations.
Unusual interest was shown by the children in solving
problems which were necessary to the successful carrying

..

out of their enterprise •
From the funds earned in this sale, garden implements,
seeds, whitewash brushes and materials were purchased.
Fertilizer was sent as a gift from Miss Yunker, who was
enthusiastic over the plans which the children presented
When they visited her.

She gave them valuable suggestions

as to the actual planting procedure.
The visit to the 18th Street Road nursery required much
planning from the standpoint of transportation arrangement.
This has always been a major problem in our school from
the financial angle.

Carfare, especially interurban fare,

....
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•

•

...

excludes so many children that its consideration is rejected •

•

Automobiles are not plentiful enough in the school to be
the answer.

Trucks offer the best solution if the trip

can be arranged at a time when their use in business is
not demanded.

The committee finally completed arrangements

whereby transportation for a group of five from each room
was arranged.

other children were welcome if they could

go in their own automobiles or on the car.
The children learned much from this visit about the care
of the growing plants.

One of the questions that they

were asked to find out was how the garden should be laid
out.

They brought back clearly defined ideas about

which plants should be placed against the fence, which in
the center spaces and why.

Many other leads, initiated

by this trip, were followed upon their return to school.
For instance, what insects must be guarded against; what
preventive measures the nursery man takes to avoid plant
blights; what hybrids are; what causes the difference
between the cultivated flower and the common garden variety.
It may be seen how many related avenues were opened and
what enrichment occurred in the background of both children
and teachers by this experience.
The neighbor who was interviewed about the hydrant
became one of our most valuable friends..

She said

that she was so glad to see the dump cleared that she

---------- --
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would do anything to help.

She suggested the use of her

garden hose, which we had not asked for, but which was
gladly accepted.

.. ..

The material that was received from the Department of
Agriculture in response to a request from the seventh
grade class became the nucleus of a reference library on

•

the garden and related sUbjects.

It was decided by the

children that since all grades would require access to
source material, it would have to be in a place where it
could be consulted at any time· without disturbing other
classes.

They suggested a library table in the second

floor hall.
started.

This was agreed upon and a referen·ce library
Children, teachers, parents and friends gave

or loaned books.

Seed catalogues, planting guides and

charts were secured from seed houses.

Nature magazines

were assembled, and any pertinent articles from newspapers
were mounted in a scrap book which was placed on the table
for this purpose.

A most satisfactory library was secured

in this way.
The mathematics department had an important place in
this project.

The departmental children did all the

measuring and lining for the division of ground among the
classes.

They drew a plan of the lot and made a working

drawing of the complete lay-out.

A third grade class had

suggested making a bird bath, so this was included in the
working drawing.

It was submitted in completed form to
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the executive committee for consideration.

This group

questioned the location of several plots, but the reasons
advanced for each point questioned seemed to satisfy the
committee and the drawing was accepted.
A schedule was arranged, with the help of the teachers,
for actual working in the garden.
a share in clearing the ground.

Every class had had
The seventh and eighth

grade boys were now ready to layout the space according
to the working drawing.

They began without delay and at

the same time the fourth grade was busy whitewashing the
fence.

E~ch

class was responsible for working the ground,

fertilizing it, selecting the seeds, and planting them in
its own plot.

The older children helped the little

children in the preparation of the ground.

The little

ones wanted to do everything themselves, so they compromised by breaking up clods with a trowel.
When the schedule became operative, the work moved easily
and without seeming effort.

If a class needed the garden

period for work in the room, they didn't go over to the
lot.

If more time was needed on a certain day than the

schedule allowed, another group might be willing to waive
or exchange periods.

The time allotment was merely for

the purpose of guaranteeing opportunity for all, and the
classes were free to make any modifications that met with
the approval of the others concerned.
While the original purpose was to make a vegetable garden,

--
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certain classes wanted flowers, and so these were included •
Records were kept of the dates of planting and results
were anxiously awaited.

The ground was watered daily and

the process of germination was the peak of interest in the
school.
Several parents sent hardy plants from their yards for
the garden and these were planted around the bird bath
which the third, grade class had made of stones piled into
a mound in which an old dish pan was lodged.
When the plants began to grow, activity was renewed.
The ground had to be kept loose around the roots, seedlings
had to be transplanted and weeds pulled out.

The children

were not only interested in their own plots but also in
those of the other grades.

When the second grade's lettuce

was ready to be picked, excitement ran high.

The first

grade's radishes were not quite ripe and so honors for
first fruits went to the second grade.

A salad was made

of the lettuce in the room by way of celebration, and the
first grade was invited to the feast.
Provision for the garden's care during the summer was
the next concern.

The problem of watering, weeding the

ground and picking the flowers and vegetables had to be
solved.

It was decided to ask for volunteers in each

room for the summer work.

Next, these volunteers had to

bring signed notes signifying their parents' willingness
to have the children spend part of the morning in the garden.

The flowers and vegetables ready for gathering

..

.

.
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each morning, were to be divided among the workers.
Splendid response was received.

,

Children were anxious

to come and parents were glad to have them gainfully occupied.
This garden project was the high spot in experiencing
. that' had been achieved up to that time.

From the stand-

point of subject matter integration, it ranked high.
Even the little first grade children kept records of dates
of planting seeds, of seeing first sprouts, and of watering
and weeding.

Miss Smith used their records as the basis

for reading, spelling and conversation lessons.

In every

grade from the first to the eighth, oral and written expression, arithmetic, science, health and art were vitalized
and integrated.
From the standpoint of group participation, cooperation
and sharing, it left nothing to be desired.

As a life

experience, it fitted the needs of every child.
In regard to learning situations and problem solving,
it was almost perfect.

There were so many problems, and

they were so constantly presenting themselves, tllat no one
was ever quite through.

Man's struggle with his environ-

ment was definitely sensed by the older groups.
Creative expression as well as creative thinking was
seen in the making of bird sticks, bird houses, bird bath
and garden bench.
Adaptation to situations was constantly exemplified in

.
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the many compromises that the children were called upon
to make.

. ..

They developed a fine spirit that seemed to have

carry-over effect in the school generally.
The garden project seemed to mark a turning point in
the general procedure in the sChool.

An acceptance rather

than a toleration of life experiencing seemed a result of
these activities.

A better understanding of the philos-

ophy underlying the newer trends in education was evident.
The unit type of teaching was seen in all grades with less
and less of the old formality.
More and more of our teachers were enrolling in classes
of progressive education.

In 1931 and 1932, and again

in 1934 and 1935, Miss Louisa Lawton conducted these classes
at the University of Louisville.

She emphasized the shift

from subject matter to child; the need for developing the

•

ability to live, work, and play with others; the importance
of providing worth while experiences, and the idea of growth
through purposeful activity.

Among the teachers coming

under the influence of this thinking were: Misses Mabel
Smith, Lottie Gwaltney, Florence Lowd, Elsie Haemish, Elsie
Vaughan, Lorena Bryant, Hazel Grimes, Marvin Tyler, and
Maxine Deddens.

•

Each of these teachers prepared a unit with these principles in mind, and later used it in the classroom.
Among the subjects chosen by these teachers were the following: The Pet Shop, Community Helpers, Indian Life,
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Mediterranean Countries, The Feudal Age, and The History
of Printing.

Since these units were worked out in the

fullest detail with attention to every possible creative
activity, it may readily be seen how their use influenced
the school and the teacher's viewpoint.
In addition to this original work of the teachers, an
excellent collection of units has been made available for
use as a result

of the work of a curriculUm committee

under the direction of Miss Mary Browning, Primary Supervisor
of the Louisville Public Schools.
As has been repeatedly pointed out, we are always
hampered by the physical limitations of the school plant.
We have long wanted some type of a workroom where children
could go, alone or with a group, to do such creative work
as was impossible in the crowded classroom.

In the work-

room, for instance, materials would be readily available,
in the classroom, this was not possible.

Since the size

of the rooms and the number of children in each, make the
inclusion of a work table out of the question, there is no
legitimate place to keep paste, scissors, calcimo, paper,
Clay and the like, except in the cabinet in the cloak-room.
Then too, any work on a large scale requires more space

•

than the rooms afford if all or a large number are working.
This year, through a rearrangement of classes, it has
been possible to use two rooms, one on the first floor and
one on the second floor, for work-rooms.

Desks were removed
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and several primary tables and small chairs were put in
their place.

The children and teachers had great fun in

equipping the rooms.

Since we had no money to spend,

equipment became a matter of initiative and ingenuity.
We kept the teacher's cabinet in the room and collected
orange crates which we used as low cupboards around the
walls.

The crates were painted dark green with calcimo

paint and they presented a neat appearance when completed.
The teachers pooled their supplies of colored paper, calcimo,
clay, yarn and cardboard to get a working basis of materials.
Tools appeared as if by magic.

Children from every grade

loaned hammers, saws, planes, chisels, and pliers.

These

were carefully labeled with the name and grade of the owner
and arranged in the cabinet in each work-room.

The large

jar of clay, formerly kept in the basement, was moved to
the first floor work-room.

Two easels (already in the

school) were placed in each room for calcimo painting.
Several fathers donated lumber for our use - one of these
works in a planing mill and he saves all scrap wood for
our boys.

The first grade children, with an occasional

lift from the fourth grade, made nail boxes out of some
of this scrap wood.

•

The fifth grade boys helped the third

grade make a set of shelves for a rock collection that they
were assembling in their room.

Examples of cooperation,

of sharing, of leadership, of initiative, and of creative
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thinking were seen throughout this period of equipping the
work-rooms.

The idea of using orange crates for cupboards

came from the children, as did also their suggestion of
bringing tools from home.

The labeling and arranging of

the tools was a solution to the problem, "How shall we
keep the tools from becoming mixed up? tr

In fact, the

initiating, planning, solving and executing of each step
in the rooms' equipment was primarily effected by Miss
Gwaltney's third grade class for the first floor room, and
Miss Lewd's second grade class for the second floor.
Both of these groups called in older boys for help when
the need arose.

When the rooms were once equipped, they

became available for use by any grade.
Teachers are finding more and more uses for these rooms.
They serve splendidly for the purpose of allowing a group
to work out a dramatization independently.

They also

make possible a surprise program for another part of the
class.

Best of all they provide sanctuary for precious

bits of constructional work that must be left and should
not be disturbed.

When the third grade class was making

pottery, articles in various stages of modeling, painting
and decorating could be left without moving or touching
them until such a time as it was safe

to put them away.

The plan offers greatly increased opportunities for
freedom and initiative.

It encourages fuller expression

of the fundamentally valuable impulses of manipulation,
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investigation and communication.
Significant evidences of the inquiring attitude of mind
'-'-'"

and the attempt to solve their own problems are seen all
over the school.

For instance, three of the eighth grade

boys brought to school a theatre that they had made at home
to remedy the defects of the school theatre.

Without any

suggestions from their teachers, they went to work on this
problem.

They had been dissatisfied with the size of the

school theatre because it necessitated the use of small
marionettes.

It also lacked sufficient height for manip-

ulation of the marionettes without stooping.

Another

fault lay in the fact that the footlights reflected light
into the eyes of the audience.

These were remediable

defects to Billy Hood, Edgar Whitehouse, and J. O. Bagwell,
and so they went to work.

They discussed the procedure

very naively: "we wanted to make a new theatre because the
school needed one.

We wanted a larger stage so that we

could use bigger marionettes and have more room to work
them in.

We made it in Edgar's garage.

of an old table top for the stage.

We used half

Billy's Daddy gave

us the wood and his uncle, who works at the Vendome Copper
and Brass Works, gave us the copper for our reflector.
The nails came out of old lumber.

The bevelled edge on

the front of the stage came off of the table top that we
used for the bottom of the stage.

J. O. gave us the

-.
~.
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sandpaper and the paint.

We used Billy's tools: a tri-

square, rip saw, cross cut saw, miter saw, chisel, plane,
brace and bit, wood clamp, pliers, hammer, keyhole saw,
drawing knife and bolt cutter.

We had lots of fun making

the theatre and we're so glad it's made because we just
had to have it to use in our work.

II

Probably no greater compliment could be paid to the
activity program than that "we just had to have it to use
in our work. II

If we can
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stimulate the children to

overcome difficulties, to meet and conquer the situations
as they arise, to discover and correct defects, and to display such initiative, surely we are putting invincible
tools into their hands.
It has been the purpose in this chapter to show the
evolution of the activity program in the Nicholas Finzer
School.

To further clarify this picture of gradual growth,

two outlines follow.
EVOLUTION OF' ACTIVITY PROGRAM IN THE
NICHOLAS FINZER SCHOOL

,.

1923

Unit plan in 8a (continues to 1930)
Balance of school formal (continues to 1926)

1924

Same as in 1923

1925

Health Pageant in entire school - correlation of
subject matter in all subjects

1926

Little Theatre Project
constructed by intermediate and upper grades and used by entire school
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.

192'1

Unit plan continuing in 8a
Unit plan initiated in kindergarten
Unit plan initiated in first grade

1928

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

1929

Same as in 1928

1930

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

1931

Garden project in entire school
Unit plan same as in 1930

1932

Problem solving with emphasis upon changing
social conditions and present day problems
Arithmetic and spelling taught separately

8th grade
'lth grade

Unit plan with major center of interest.
Integration effective to a large degree,
but skills taught as formal subjects

6th grade
5th grade
4th grade

Most successful demonstration of unit
plan with greatest degree of integration

3rd grade
2nd grade
1st grade
kindergarten

to

plan
plan
plan
plan

plan
plan
plan
plan
plan
plan

continuing in 8a
continuing in kindergarten
continuing in first grade
initiated in second grade

continuing in 8a
continuing in kindergarten
continuing in first grade
continuing in second grade
initiated in third grade
initiated in fourth grade

1935

In the following table, mes of Units Used, the names
of some units experienced during the evolution of the program
will be listed.

No effort is made here to list all of the

units used in each grade during the whole program.

Only

those are recorded which show the initiation of the various
grade-divisions into the program.
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TYPES OF UNITS USED
Year
1923

1925

Title
America's Problem Immigration
A Barrier Made a
Highway
Safeguarding Our Nation

Grade
8th

entire
school

Remarks
Units did not meet needs of
children. While they did
show correlation, the emphasis was upon subject
matter.

First undertaking of entire
school in way of large
group participation.

1925

The Gift of Health A Pageant

1920

Little Theatre
Project

192'1

Home Unit
The Toy Shop

1928

Our Community

2nd

Shift from rigidity of
curriculum to more informal
procedure.

1929

An Indi an Uni t

3rd

Continued shift to more
informal procedure.

1930

Pioneer Unit
Playgrounds Unit

4th
2nd

Greater integration, but
subject matter lines still
drawn.

1931

Garden Project

entire
school

Most successful large
group participation to
date.
Real experiencing.

1932

The Pet Shop
The COlmnuni ty Helpers
Indian Life
Pioneer Life
Books~ Records and

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Unit is the curriculum·

to
1935

Print~ng

entire
school

Second and more successful
attempt at large group
participation.

kgtn
1st

Beginnings of a full
unit type of program.

Unit integrates work
but skills are taught
separately.
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1932

to
1935

Contribution of Greece and
Rome
Development of Machinery
in the United states
World Markets

6th
'lth

Problem solving,
motivated subject
matter, but skills
taught separately.

8th

In looking back over the period of years that have just
been touched upon, there is a feeling of encouragement rather
than discouragement.

There have been weaknesses and diffi-

culties throughout, but they have become stepping stones to
greater accomplishments.
Certain phases of the philosophy of the new education have
been largely accepted by the faculty.

There is increasing

evidence of its permeation throughout the school.

Teachers

see the increased interest of the children; that there is
less fatigue; and that disciplinary problems cease when
children are actively and purposefully engaged in a worth-

•

while endeavor.
Plans for the future will be fully discussed in the final
chapter of this study, so here it need only be stated that
it is our intention to go on with this type of work.
Attitudes of experimenting, testing results, accepting,
rejecting, planning, and creating are the desired goals
all concerned.

•

for

It has been demonstrated that the basic

principles of the activity program are applicable to any
classroom; tllat children grow in intelligent self-direction

•

through its experiencing; and that teachers who whole heartedly embrace its precepts are happy in their work.

•

CHAPTER IV

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING
THE
ACTIVITY MOVEMENT

•

•

•

•

•

CHAPTER IV
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE ACTIVITY MOVEMENT
It is the purpose of this chapter to state briefly,
those criteria which have been set up by outstanding educators for the evaluation of the activity movement.

With

these in mind, a set of criteria will be reoorded which
have been evolved for the measurement of the activity
program in the Nicholas Finzer School.

An effort will

be made to justify their selection.
Brim, in discussing criteria for the new education, beIi eves that, with few exceptions, neither proponents nor
critics of the movement have delved deeply enough in establishing their criteria.

1

He looks to the fields of philos-

ophy, psychology, biology and science as fundamental bases

•

of measurement.

He believes that criteria in general trare

practical and empirical rather than fundamental", and that
"as such they give little vision or little security.,,2
While he does not actually offer criteria for consideration, he points to certain fields for vital implications.
For instance, "Science,gave us an attitude and method
adequate to the new challenge.

•

We must educate for intel-

ligent self-direction.,,3 and, "On the psychological side

1.- Erim, Orville. Ope Cit.,
2. Ibid., p. 333.
3. -Ibid., p. 332.

p. 333.
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•

the activity school conceives the child as a dynamic,
purposing organism rather than as an atomistic, responding

.-

'-..,- .

mechanism. III

Again, "The field of biology gives abundant

evidence that emergent evolution is in this area a fact.,,2
These and other statements indicate Brim's conception of
the areas from which he says tenable criter-ia must come.
It is interesting to note the criteria set up for the
evaluation of the educative process as found in Appendix
8, of the Yearbook on the activity movement.

Such out-

standing educators as Jean Betzner, Edna Brandenberg,
John Childs, Genevieve Coy,

~ace

Downin, Roma Gans, Ellen

Green, Paul Hanna, Bernice Newell, Thomas L. Hopkins, Ella
Marie Itse, Alice Keliher, Mildred Mead, Marie Merrill,
Grace Mink, Lois Coffey Mossman, Florence Nichols and Ann
Richardson participated in the preparation of these crite-

•

ria.

They are listed under general headings and clarified

by a group of questions under each main heading.
The major criteria follow:

"1.

Are there experiences under way that promote growth
in habits of critical inquiry?

2.

Do the activities under way offer opportunity for
experience in many kinds of meaningful endeavor

•

•

through physical and social needs?

1.
2.

Ibid., p. 332.
Ibid., p. 333.

F

,
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•

3.

Are the activities under way such that the individual
may discover his interests or tendencies?

4.

Do the experiences under way impel the members of the
group on to increasingly challenging endeavor?

5.

Are there experiences under way that promote sharing
of experience through social participation?

6.

Will the learners acquire increasing freedom to order

..

their own experiences through effective assumption
of responsibilities?
These criteria seem to cover successfully those ends
which we could wish education to accomplish for our children.
As such, they seem to provide a satisfactory measuring rod
to apply to individual schools under various conditions.
If, as we so strongly believe, it is possible to incor-

•

porate the principles of progressive education into any
situation and thereby modify teaching for the ultimate
good of the group, the criteria referred to are distinctly
illuminating.
In the Nicholas Finzer School we have evolved a set of
criteria which serve as an evaluative guide without in the
least conflicting with the required conformity of one

•

•

school in a large system.
1.

The criteria follow:

Does the activity selected meet the life needs of the
children?
In considering this criterion, an analysis will be
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made of the physical and social needs of the group.
If the activity is closely related to the child's

•

life, interest should be high becaus.e it will be
within his experience.
2.

Does the activity provide for "creative learning fl ?
In setting up tIns criterion, it was with the idea
of emphasizing scientific findings on this point.
The principle of learning through discovery, and
growth through spontaneous activity were considered.

3.

Does the aetivity provide for all-round development?
In thinking of development, the child's physical
growth, mental growth, manipulative growth and growth
in appreciations all are considered.

4.

Does the activity provide opportunity for intelligent
and efficient participation?

•

The thought behind the inclusion of this criterion is
that the participation may be effected

with the child

as a leader, as a follower or as a cooperator.

In

any role the idea of participation is the important one.
5.

Does the activity provide for social development?
The idea of cooperation, sharing, working together in
a group, contacting people in the community, and developing attitudes of toleration and understanding are
considered in this criterion.

•

p
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6.

Does the activity provide situations in which the'
children may learn to evaluate, question, accept or
reject as the case may demand?
In the light of our dynamic, changing world, it is
important that children learn to weigh problems and
make decisions as the need arises.

'7.

Does the activity have leading-on qualities?
In explanation of this criterion, it may be said that
by "leading-on" qualities is meant possibilities for
development, and experiences that are an outgrowth of
the unit being studied.
In checking pupil growth resulting from the experiencing

of activities, various tests and devices are employed.
These include:

•

1.

Standardized achievement tests •

2.

Tests made by the teacher.

3.

Observation by principal and teachers.

4.

Records of children's work.
With the exception of the achievement tests and certain

objective tests made by the teachers, this evaluation is
largely subjective.

•
•

A significant advance over this type of measurement is
shown in newer practices in the evaluation of progressive
education •
1.

Pistor l gives a detailed account of a scientific

Pistor, Frederick. flA Valid Scientific Appraisal of an
Enterprise in Progressive Education", Journal of
Educational Research. pp. 433-449. February, 1935.
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appraisal of the growth of fifth and sixth grade children
under experimental conditions.

His study reports a four

year investigation of the outcomes of progressive education
measured sCientifically.
Wrightstone

1

reports a similar but less comprehensive

study of the evaluation of an integrated program.

Both

investigators appraise the intellectual factors of the
children in an experimental and control situation by the
equated groups technique.
The results of such appraisals are highly significant
and point the way to a more scientific evaluation for all
schools •

•

1.

•

Wrightstone, J. Wayne. "An Evaluation of the Integrated
Curriculum in the Upper Grades", The Elementary
School Journal. pp. 583-587. April, 1935 •

CHAPTER V

EVALUATION OF THE SCHOOL
IN THE
LIGHT OF ACCEPTABLE CRITERIA
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CHAPTER V
EVALUATION OF THE SCHOOL
IN THE LIGHT OF ACCEPTABLE CRITERIA
In Chapter IV, criteria for evaluating the activity
movement were discussed.

Those worked out by a special

committee of nationally prominent educators were stated
and those evolved for use in the Nicholas Finzer School
were explained.
It is the purpose of this chapter to consider the Finzer
School in the light of these criteria.,

They are repeated

for convenience of reference:

"1.

,.

Criteria of National Committee
Are there experiences under way that promote growth
in habits of critical inquiry?

2.

Do activities under way offer opportunity for experi-

ence in many kinds of meaningful endeavor through
physical and social needs?
3.

Are the activities under way such that the individual
may discover his interests and tendencies?

4.

Do the experiences under way impel the members of the

group on into increasingly challenging endeavor?
5.

Are there experiences under way that promote sharing
of experience through social participation?
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6.

Will the learners acquire increasing freedom to order
their own experiences through effective assumption of
responsibilities?"

t

Criteria for Measuring the Nicholas Finzer School
1.

Does the activity selected meet the life needs of the
children?

2.

Does the activity provide for "creative learning"?

3.

Does the activity provide for all-round development?

4.

Does the activity provide for intelligent and efficient
participation?

5.

Does the activity provide for social development?

6.

Does the activity provide situations in which the
children may learn to evaluate, question, accept or
reject as the case may demand?

7.

Does the activity have leading-on qualities?
It should be recalled that the earliest efforts along

the line of the activity type of work in the Nicholas Finzer
School were originated in the departmental grades.

From

the standpoint of the criteria which have been set up,
these early attempts are.definitely found wanting.

Since

only one unit, Color, was described in Chapter III, it
will be helpful in understanding the deductions made in
evaluating the school, if a few titles of units studied
are given.

Some of these which were experienced during
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the years, 1923-1928, follow:
1.

Book Friends

2.

Kentucky Mountain Life

3.

A Study of Our Parks

4.

Safeguarding Our Nation

5.

The Finzer Folder: Our School Paper

6.

Bird Friends

7.

The Diphtheria Epidemic at Nome, Alaska

8.

A Barrier Made a Highway - World Friendship

9.

Our World of Beauty: Art, Music and Literature

10.

America's Problem - Immigration
It may be seen at a glance, that in the main, the selection

of these activities did not meet the life needs of the children nor help them discover their interests and tendencies.
For instance, the unit, A

B~rrier

Made a Highway, presented

nothing that could be construed as a life need for these
children, nor did it fulfill to any degree the other attainments set up as desirable.

It provided only slightly for

growth in habits of critical inquiry and meaningful endeavor thrGugh physical and social needs.

There was little

in it that provided for effective assumption of responsibilities and leading-on qualities were non-existent.
This same general criticism applies in greater or less

,.

degree to the other units.

As a whole, the units do not

represent the life needs of the children.

They do not
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take into consideration sufficiently, their interests and
tendencies.

Some provide more than others for social

participation through sharing of experience, but considered
generally, they do not measure up to the criteria set for
the sChool.
One of these experiences, however, the school paper,
was a significant exception to the general criticism.
This particular class initiated the school paper during
the last half of its eighth grade year, and it represented
the most vital experience in their school life.

A trip

was taken to the Courier-Journal and Louisville Times
Building and the entire plant Visited, including business
offices, editorial rooms, circulation department, reporters'
rooms, library, telegraph offices, cartoonist's office and
pr-ess rooms.

Upon their return to school, all those prob-

lems which needed consideration were listed and attacked.
These included the following:
1.

How could the interest of the entire school be aroused
so that all would want to participate in the project?

2.

How could the staff be elected so that the 8a could
assume management and yet include representation from
the entire school?

3.

How could the paper be financed?

4.

What shall be the name of the paper?

5.

How shall this name be chosen so that the whole school
may have a part in its selection?

-

,

..
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6.

How shall the paper be advertised so that parents and
friends may know about it?

•

7.

How shall the material be collected and assembled for
the press?
It may be seen how this activity fully met the test de-

manded by both sets of criteria recorded.

Creative think-

ing, meaningful endeavor, life needs and interests, social
participation, assumption of responsibilities - all these
were achieved in full me asure.
The evaluation of the other departments of the school
at this time is more difficult.

Since the incorporation

of activity practices into the school was a gradual one,
and since this departure from traditional procedure occurred
in the upper grades, the primary and intermediate departments still presented a formal picture.

•

Although the regular course of study at that time used
the term "large units of' thought", activity was almost
entirely in the nature of conversation about experience
rather than actual experiencing itself.

Constructional

work fulfilled course of study requirements and little
was done in the way of creative expression.

Por this

reason, the criteria set up to measure activities, cannot

•

be used to measur'e the Pl imary and intermedi te work of
.~

this particular period.

•

Very shortly after this,

howeve~unit

tea

of a

\

!

..........................................................................................
z
~J
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truly progressive type made its appearance in the school.

•

In 1927, to be exact, the kind of experiencing for which
our crit8ria were evolved, was evident in two grades in
the school.

From 192'1 to 1930, the gain was gradual but

consistent.

Some of the units which were experienced

during those years are as follows:
1.

A Series of Trips to Become Acquainted with Our
Community

t

•

2.

The Christmas Gift Shop

3.

Farm Life

4.

A Study of Birds

5.

Primitive Life in the Cave Period

6.

The Pioneers

'I.

Children of the Mediterranean Countries

8.

Early Exploration in America
These units were much more inclusive than their titles

suggest.

All of them were within the range of the chilThey

dren's experience and connected with their needs.

provided for social development and creative thinking.
They were sufficiently challenging to encourage the
children to go on in their endeavors.

•

,

From the year 1930 to the present time, the criteria
have served as a measure of the entire school.

It must

not be inferred that all activities experienced have in
any sense fully met the set standard.

It may be said,

I

I

"
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however, that the type of experiencing has so changed that
the criteria are applicable to procedure in each grade.
This seems highly significant in the light of past experience.

Since so much of the work in the upper grades is

presented in the form of problems to be solved, some of
these will be listed:
1.

How have exchange and commercialism affected man's
occupancy of the land?·

2.

How has the study of bacterial causes, and the practice
of preventive medicine lengthened human life?

3.

How can poverty in a land of plenty be explained?

4.

How has the application of scientific knowledge helped
man?

5.

How can the problem of excess leisure be met?

6.

How may the study of the arts reveal the culture of

•

a people?
7.

How will a knowledge of the world and its natural laws
serve as a protection against superstition?

8.

What relation has progress to the discovery and
observation of natural laws?
The solving of these problems brings into play all

the experiences and activities that we are attempting to

•

measure.

Creative thinking must be applied to the prob-

lem under consideration.

•

Group participation, purposeful

endeavor, assumption of responsibility, critical analysiS,

,

J
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and leading-on qualities are definitely present in this
type of learning.

•

The children of the intermediate grades are now experiencing

as richly as those of any other age level.

For

a long time there seemed to be a tendency to emphasize the
activities of the younger and older children with a consequent overshadowing of this particular group.

Activity

seemed to center la.rgely along the line of book clubs,
committee reports and current events discussions.

While

these are all valuable adjuncts of a larger program, they
are not ends in themselves.

For some time, however, there

ha.s been a definite effort to remedy this defect.

Partic-

'ular attention has been directed to the working out of
units to fit the physical and social needs of this group.

•

As a result some excellent units have been achieved.
The following list embraces some of those which represent the experiencing in the intermediate grades of the
Finzer School during the last few years:

•

1.

Life in Early Louisville

2.

Our City Today

3.

New York Yesterday and Today

4.

A Study of Records

5.

Aviation

6.

Architecture

•

J
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•

7.

Toys

8.

A Study of Foods
In applying the criteria for evaluation as a measure

to these activities as curriculum materials, they seem
to fulfill the requirements set.

Anyone of the above

units may be analyzed to show that it satisfies the criteria
from the standpoint of interest, thinking, endeavor, social
development, participation - in fact, all the desirable
learning situations may be present.
In the primary grades, the instinctive interests and
capacities of the

childr~n

seem generally to have received
The natural activity of all

the greatest consideration.

children is especially dominant in the younger ones.
Physical, mental and emotional activity is strikingly evi-

•

dent.

In selecting the units for the children of the

primary grades in Finzer School, these interests and activities have been constantly kept in mind.

A few of the

units follow:

•

1.

Setting a Hen

2.

The Dairy Farm

3.

Pets

4.

The piay City

5.

Ind::rs.n Life

6.

Children of other Lands

!

I

!

,

J
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7.

Community Helpers

8.

A Cafeteria
In checking these units as curriculum material, with

the criteria as a measure, they seem to be meeting the
needs required.

This means only that satisfactory units

are being provided, and does not mean in any sense that
all desirable educational objectives are being fulfilled
or that the educational method is what we could wish in
a large number of cases •

•

j

... -,.
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CHAPTER VI
PERTINENT FINDINGS IN PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
It is interesting to note, in reviewing the literature,
the number of studies, investigations and magazine articles
that are concerned with the activity program in the public
school..

SOMe of these point out the difficulties en-

countered in the introduction of progressive practices
into the public schools.

..

Others point to trends in modern

education and the influence of the activity movement upon
educational
practices.
,

Others deal with the evidences of

growth and desirable attitudes which are outcomes of this
t

.

type of teaching, and yet another gro'lp evalllates the movement objectively by scientific appraisal.
In former years the literature in this field recounted
largely the experiences and activities of private and experimental schools.

It seemed to be the consensus of

opinion among public school people that progressive education was for the elect and not for the masses; that
necessary materials and equipment could be had only at such
cost as to make their use prohibitive; that large classes
of public school size precluded progressive procedure; and
that under such teaching pupils would fail to gain proficiency in certain skills and knowledges that seemed to be
exoluded from the aotivity program.
r
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Only rarely can one tind evidence, in printed torm, ot

".

progressive procedure in education in the public schools
as long as twenty years ago.

It was extremely gratifying

to find one account of this pioneering spirit in an article written by Sidney G. Firman on Taking the First Steps
1

in Progressive Education.

Mr. Firman was superintendent ot

schools in Glen Ridge, Hew Jersey, at that time and he calls
his first efforts in the direction of a socialized curriculum as "little more than an increase in freedom." 2

How-

ever, it gave the pupils "an opportunity' to direct their
own activities and gave some preparation for social living."

3

He lists further steps in his carrying out of the sooialt

ization of class work.

Among these was the use ot olass

groups, and the removal ot desks in the primary departments
with the SUbstitution of tables and chairs.

Later procedure

included graded group-assignments to care tor individual
ditrerences, and various study techniques to provide broad
and meaningful educational experiences rather than the narrow,
formal learning ot the traditional type.
Mr. Firman holds the lack of materials ot instruction as
the greatest handicap to progressive teachers.

Be cites the

inadequacy ot textbooks and points out that in spite ot this,

1. Firman, Sidney G., "Taking the First Steps in Progressive
Education", Progressive Education, pp. 30-34. January, 1935.
2.

~.,

-

p •.31.

3. Ibid., p. 31
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American teachers are said to depend upon them more largely

,.

than any group in the world.
He cautions teachers to progress slowly in changing from
traditiGnal to progressive education.

Much of the failure

of accomplishing their purpose has been the sole result of
teachers attempting too much, and undertaking it too abruptly.
He emphasizes that his purpose in this article has been
to suggest methods whereby teachers who hope to institute
a full progressive program ultimately, may be encouraged to
take the "tirst steps."
In 1931, Dr. Lallra Zirbes published the report of a study
she had made ot the status ot progressive education in the
elementary schools.

•

1

Since Dr. Zirbes enumerates forces and

circumstances that she believes are hindering the initiation

ot the activity program in the public schools, it is important that we consider her findings.

She believes that

the following factors are noteworthy deterrents:
1. Vested interests which are antagonistic to anything that
threatens royalties, sales, profit, prestige or power.
2. Inertia and innate conservatism which oppose any significant deviation.

1. Zirbes, Laura, "The Status of Progressive Schools",
Progressive Education, pp. 369-366. May, 1931.
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3. Over-enthusiastic radicals who exaggerate certain ele-

-.

ments and over-emphasize these to the entire disregard
of others.
4. The training handicap of the traditional teacher.
5. The lack of suitable teacher training material to furnish

~Jidance

in the practice of progrelsive ideas.

6. The inadequaoy of traditional elementary textbooks and
other

mate~ials

whlch are

1r. .d

in pupil guidance.

7. The inadequacy of equipment and also the plan of the
school buildings.
8. The traditional standards and concepts held by parents,
lay patrons and school boards.
9. The confusion caused by leadership of super"Yisors or administrators holding diverae viewa.
10. The lack of conaistent direction and

~lidance.

11. The serions mistake of attempting too many innovations
simultaneously.
12. The. lack of a body of reliable data which adequately
repreaents the new movement and which may be used to
challenge the respect of the conservatives.
Although Dr. Zirbes has struck at the very heart of the
difficulties which confront both teachers and administrators in the public schools, these difficulties seem to have
offered a challenge to those educatora who were imbued with
the new spirit in education.
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Edna R. Meyers writes of an experiment launched in
Chicago in the summer of 1931. 1 A traditional summer school,
located in a typical city

co~nity,

was reorganized on the

basis of progressive education practices.

The purpose ot

the experiment was to develop progressive education in a
public elementary school.

It was hoped that a gradual appli-

cation of the experimental phases of education might be

I

I

applied to other schools in the system through this initia-

f
I

tion.
The Ichool was divided into six groups ot thirty pupils
each, corresponding to the tirst six grades of the tradi-

,

tional school.

A teacher had charge ot each group in an

integrated home-room program which was based upon social
studies and science.

•

Reading, spelling and arithmetic were

adjusted to individual needs.

SpeCial teachers of art,

rhythm, industrial arts, and out-door play were included in
the staft.
By the end ot the first session, the signs ot growth and
development were so evident that it was decided to continue
the school during the regular term as an experimental school.
A second school was opened in September of the same year
(1931) with the same type program.

1. Meyers, Edna R. "Experimental Possibilities in the Public
SChools", Progressive Education. pp. 22-28. January, 1931.

,---
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Hookett,l in. writing or the activity program in intermediate grades, pOints out certain standards and objectives
which he believes should be achieved by teachers through
their activity programs.

He emphasizes:

1. Cultivation or the scientific spirit.
2. Development of constructive individualism.
3. Integration of personality.
4. Growth in freedom.
He discusses each of these objectives briefly and then
points to the standards that we must set to evaluate our
progress.

These, he says, must be personal, flexible, dy-

namic, cumulative and progressive.
It is interesting to note that these objectives and standards which Hockett holds to be 80 ba8ic, are included, in

•

effect, in a study made by Willard W. Beatty in the evaluation of the contribution or experimental schools, both public and private, to American education.
Beatty,

2

Superintendent ot the Bronxville Public Schools,

made a survey ot titty-six elementary or secondary schools
in the spring ot 1932, as a representative ot the General
Education Board.

The survey- was made for the purpose of de-

termin1ng how the schools were meeting the

..

challen~

of

1. Hockett, John A. "The Activitl Program in the Intermediate
Grades: Objeotives and Standards , Eduoation, pp. 471-478.
April, 1932.
2. Beatty, Willard W. "Progressive Education 1n the Public
Schools", Progressive Edllcation, pp. 467-472. November;,1932

...
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•
a changing civilization.

He drew general conclusions trom

his whole trip, and foremost ot these is the influence ot
the truly experimental schools upon the educational thought
and practice of the public schools.
Other concl11sions discussed rather fully include:
1. The lack of direct relationship between the money in-

vested in a physical plant and the educational results
achieved.
2. More intelligent use of modern objective methods ot
measurement in experimental than in traditional public
schools.

.

3. The importance of creative and effectIve leadership in
the productive contributions ot the schools visited.
4. With a tew exceptions, the lagging behind of laboratory

•

schools in connection with teachers colleges and universities, to a greater degree than the public schools
which they serve.
5. The contribution to education of the mental hygiene
movement in effecting a tremendous change in teacherpupil relationships in schools of all types.
6. Greater restraint and moderation in personal behavior
among high school students, due to the granting of greater
freedom.

•

7. The holding of two radically opposed views by the educational leaders of the schools visited.

One group held

J

..

-
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for the development of the individual by allowing him
every opportunity to follow his natural bent.

The other

group held that to allow a gifted child to develop major
interests at the expense of portions of the prescribed
curriculum was inconsistent with the p'lrpose of the
American public school.
8. The interest shown by schools of all types in the creative expression of children in art and language.
9. With few outstanding exceptions, the lack of effective
work in the social studies to prepare children for adjustment to our changing social conditions and for training in citizenship.
10. The great advance of the elementary schools over the high
schools in acceptance of idea. which have brought many

•

and radical changes in their programs.
11. The change in student government organizations which is
taking place in schools like the North Shore Country Day
and Bronxville, where the question is being asked: "Why
should schools persist in indoctrinating adult patterns
whose services to manking are being severely questioned
by well-qualified authorities?"
12. The relatively slow acceptance of desirable modifications
of school procedure.

Certain outstanding schools have

difficulties which are keenly sensitive to the findings
of scientific education and make a sincere effort to

)

..

-

.

.
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profit by their use.

•

The public schools and another

small group of private and laboratory schools, while
almost as sensitive. to educational research, are handicapped by a lack ot systematic provision tor keeping in
touch with such research so that evaluation of desirable
procedure may be made and incorporated into their programs.
13. The importance of the reorganization of normal 'school aDd

teachers college curricula to meet the new educational
demands made by the rapid spread of progressive ideas and
methods into the public schools.
This last conclusion of Mr. Beatty was so generally conceded to be of paramount importance that a committee was
appointed in the fall of 1933 by the Progressive Education
Association to consider it as a problem to be solved.

Dr. Laura Zirbes was appointed Chairman of the Committee on
the Training of Progressive Teachers.

1

This group was asked

to consider the development of progressive practices in the
training of teachers, the collection and dissemination of
information helpful to classes in teacher training schools,
and the encouragement of SCientific stl1dies for the analysis

•

and evaluation of progressive education.

•

1. "News ot the Association", Progressive Education, p. 435 •
November, 1933 •

Furthermore, this
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committee was asked to investigate

•

~d

re-interpret the

state requirements in education for the purpose of fostering experimental approaches to teacher-training problems.
Somewhat along this same line ot thought is Agnes
Sn,.der's discussion of the inauguration ot the activit,.
program in the intermediate grades. 1 Mias Sn,.der stresses
the teaCher's preparation, but she places her emphasis
upon a c lear and definite knowledge of fundamental understandings essential to the control of behavior.

Some ot

these understandings are concerned with the pl'actical
affail's ot life, some have to do with nat'lral phenomena as
interpreted by SCience, others deal with social relationships and finall,., there are those understandings which are
the ultimate outcomes of experience, and so determine fundamental attitudes.

The next step toward the fulfillment

of the progl'am as she outlines it, is the acquaintance
period in which the teacher makes group and individual contacts with the children.

Step three calls for the year's

plan - both class and individual.

'foo much emphasis cannot

be placed upon the importance of thorough knowledge of the
conditions by both teacher and children before planning can
be properly begun, she says.

1. Snyder, Agnes, "The Activit7 Program in the Intermediate
Gradea: Its Inauguration", Education, pp. 476-482. April, 1932.

...

Preparation for work is next considered and this calls

•

for a detailed study of all possible re sources.

Included

in this study are the need ot materials, how they may be
procured, filing devices tor references, and the a1'location of work.
The final step is the carrying forward of the work.

This

c.alls for planning and experiencing of teacher and children.
Experiences are recorded and new plans are made.

The in-

evitable widening of children's interests lead into new and
broader relationsh1ps.
A most significant analysis of trends in elementary education is recounted by Claire Zyve and Marie Merrill in the
January, 1934, Teachers College Record. l The investigatien
is of particular 'Value in conneetion with this study because
it analyzes the results of the newer practices in education.
The findings were secured as a res'nlt of a very unusual
type of cooperative research carried out as a part of the
program of the Informal Teaching Committee of the New York
Principals' Association.

Approximately three hundred

teachers and two hundred prinCipals participated in this
work.
The Oommittee

secl~ed,

during 1932-1933, descriptions of

452 units which had been, or were at that time in progress

1. Zyve, Claire and Merril~, Marie., "Analysis of Trends in
an Informal Unit Teaching ~rogram", Teachers College Record,
pp. 293-309. January, 1934.

.... •...
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in classrooms.

In response to questionnaires, data from

788 additional units were secured.

A committee of class-

room teachers aided the Informal Teaching committee in an
analysis of the manuscripts to discover trends in clas8room procedure which seemed to accompany the unit type of
teaching.

Outstanding trends were noted and a brief di8-

cussion of each trend given.
The trend listed as most conspicuous was "Opportunities
for Social-Experiences".

The expression of the children's

own needs in their classrooms, shown by their arrangement
of the furniture, flowers, collections and exhibits, spoke
of normal living in school.

The ingennity and variety in

the use of materials was noted.

Cooperative room and school

activities were the general rule.
"Social and Economic

Interpreta~ion

of the Community"

was pointed out as a significant trenCl.

It was recognized

in the welding of the school and the community through the
development of social and economic understandings.

There

was a definite tendency toward greater utilization of opportunities for first hand experiencing in each community.

,

The third trend was called "The Drill Program".

There

was shown to be the tendency to include with the activity
only such drill as has a functional use.

Separate drill

periods have been the result of this tendency.

Of the 156

teachers in grades I-VI, who answered the questionnaire on

... •-,'
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this subjeot, 136 said that they ino1uded short drill
periods in spelling, arithmetic, grammar, writing and reading.

In grammar and writing, these drill periods ayeraged

9 minutes a day, and in reading and arithmetic, 23 minutes
a day.

Another important trend, "The Integration of the Separate Subjects", was shown in the shift of separate subjects from isolated positions to those of tools for use in
the solutions of problems.

Subjeot matter and time di-

yisions were shown to be disregarded in the carrying out
of aotivity programs.
"The Use of Books for Reference" was next listed.

A

definite trend was shown for children to use books to obtain information, and for them to build up certain research
atti tudes and techniques.

As many books as possible were

used for the problem under investigation, while texts were
used largely for sllch drill subJects as required the use of
identical facts.
The final trend, "Growth in Teaohers", was emphasized as
the tendency for teachers to aoquire the techniques that
they are working for in the children.

They were shown to

be making oritica1 analyses of their work, oompi1ing bibliographies and making lists of materials and supplies for
future use.

They also advoca.ted making wider use of the

materials of the immediate oommunity and suggested other

·

~
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leads from the activities experienced.

.,

These trends were held to be highly important in their
raYelation of significant

implications~

The emphasis upon

human relationships, the changing status of the school from
a show of itself to a community participation in school
enterprises, and the provision of the informal cl1rriculum
for children to deyelop at different rates and in different
directions were some of the implications mentioned.
One of the most comprehensiye studies bearing upon the
activity movement in the public schools is the investigation made by Dr. Fay Adams which she has recently published:
l
The Initiation of an Activity Program into a Public SChool.
In this study, Dr. Adams has undertaken to obtain fact.
about the difficulties involyed in initiating an activity
program into a public school.

She has limited her study to

three aspects of the problem:
1. The discovery of major difficulties encountered by teach-

ers in attempting to initiate an activity program.
2. The determination of some solutions of these difficulties.
3. The eYalnation of the relative desirability of these solutions.
She aSSllmes that the activity program is worth-while and
that its introduction into the public school is highly

1. Adams, Fay., The Initiation of an Activity Program into

a Public School. Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York City. 1934.
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desirable.

•

She became aware of the difficulties encoun-

tered by teachers in introducing such a program into their
classes while she was directing a class in elementary
methods in the University of Southern California.

She then

decided to make a study of the problems involved.
Ninety teachers who had had experience with the activity
program listed difficulties which they considered outstanding.
These lists were carefully checked with units of work, courses
of study and current literature so as to make sure that no
important problem had been overlooked.
problems was thus secured.

A list of 28 major

Each problem was then rated

according to it. difficulty by a group of 109 teachers, supervisors, and administrators.

From this rating, and a dis-

cussion with numerous persona who had had extensive experi"

ience with activity programs in public schools, Adams determined upon ten problema for further study.

They are:

1. The problem of learning how to select and develop an activity.
2. The problem of teating the results of the activity.
3. The problem of maintaining a desirable working atmosphere during the unassigned period and at the same time
encouraging individual freedom and initiative.
4. The problem of planning a time program which can be
effectively used in developing activities.
5. The problem of adjusting an activity to meet the individual differences of the pupils.
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6. The problem ot· tinding the proper reading materials to
aid the children in solving their activity problems.
7. The problem ot finding other materials necessary i. the
development ot an activity.
8. The problem ot securing the cooperation ot the principal,

superintendent or other administrative officers not entirely in favor ot an activity.
9. The problem of sustaining the interest ot the children
ddring the development of an activity.
10. The· problem ot developing an activity and at the same
time meeting the course of study requirements for the
skill and drill aspects of the cllrriculum."
When these ten major difficulties had been decided upon,
the nest atep waa to find possible solutions.

Four sources

were u8ed in thi8 connection: experienced teachera, professional literature, the personal experience of the author,
and specialists with extensive experience in activity work.
After the 801utions had been obtained, the next step was
an evaluation of their relative desirability.

This was

accomplished by sending a questionnaire which contained the
ten difficulties and their solu.tions, to persons who had
studied and experimented with the activity program.

This

group included teachers, administrators, supervisors, and
speCialists, and through their cooperation 949 questionnaires were used for the final study.

•.

\.,
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An

entire chapter (Chapter IV) is given over to a dis-

cussion of the conclusions of this group.

A five point

scale was used and the solutions grouped under the fellowing classifications: excellent solutions, good solutions,
solutions having little merit, solutions having some merit,
and undesirable solutions.
Adams believes that these findings will be valuable to
supervisors, administrators, and teachers who, in developing an activity program, may find possible solutions to
difficulties.

It should also be helpful as a basis for

discussion for groups who are studying the activity program in colleges, universities or normal schools.
1

Keliher, Supervisor of Elementary Education in Hartford,
Connecticut, holds the same convictions of Adams in regard
i

to' the importance of progressive practices in the public
school.

In the March, 19:35 issue of Childhood Education,

Keliher discusses progressive education in its relation to
the public school.

She raises general questions which are

largely answered in the light of tested performance.
In answer to the question, "Is a change in public school
education necessary?", Keliher says that it is not only
necessary but inevitable.

She cites many instances to show

that education must move on with the times: the inaccuracy
of mapa; textbooks facts which have long been disproved;

1. Keliher, Alice V., "What About Progressive Education?"
Childhood Education, pp. 243-248. March, 1935.
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discarded superstitions; and learnings least effectiye for
creati ye and critical thOl.lght.
"What scientific basis is there for the contention that
education should move toward the activity movement or progressive education?"

An analysis of the basic sciences of

human growth - biology, physiology, hygiene, and psychology emphasize development through activit,..

Since the pro-

gressive program grows out of the basic facts of the sciences
of growth, and since it moYes with, rather than against them,
the activit,. program is fundamentally scientific.
"Is there a single method or technique of progressive
education?"

Since there is the greatest possible variation

in communities, schools, grades, and individual problems,
there cannot be the same method applied.

The needs of each

school must be analyzed, met and provided for, if the program is to function adequately_
"Should one attempt to introduce an activity program all
at once?"

Teachers must understand and believe in the ac-

tiYity program if progress is to be made.

The public school

should not jump ahead of its teachers, and teachers should
not be forced into an acceptance of practices in which they
have no faith.

The progress will necessaril,. be uneven and

will reflect individual teacher growth rather than mass
acceptance.
"What kind of discipline does the progressive school

.J

,"
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toster?"

The progressive Ichool holds that freedom and

independence are essential tor survival today, but that
these come only with well-ordered living and must not be
confused with irresponsibility, license and vacillation.
The progressive teacher works tor adequate standards of
behavior because these are essential to growth.
"Does the

prog~essive

Ichool develop real scholarship?"

If the activity program is properly executed, real scholarship is achieved.

Where scholarship has suffered in pro-

gressive schools, it is because the swing from the old subject matter type of learning has been so severe that a
proper balance has not been maintained.

The progressive

school puts the emphasis upon the use of all possible

..

sources for information and knowledge.

This frees the

child from the fetters of textbooks and courses to the extent that he may develop as great a degree of scholarship
as he is capable of acquiring.
"Does the progressive school teach the skill subjects?"
The progressive school does not repudiate the teaching of
the skills.

However, they make two changes in their teach-

ing of them.

They do not teach the Skills until the child-

ren are ready for them.

Here they are

findings in regard to readiness.

~lided

by scientific

Then, they have learned

through recent experimentation, that various processes are
too complex for children of certain ages.

In such cases,
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the teaching of these skills is saved until the age level

,.

.

at which children can learn them readily and without confusion.

Furthermore, the progressive school endeavors to

teach the skills in such relationships that they have meaning to the children.
-Have these things actually been proved in practice?In &nswer to this question, the classroom activities in a
Imall progressive public school which is uled al a demonstration center for Alabama College, are listed for a period of one week.

The creative and appreciative activities,

the reading, the number concepts, English, spelling, geography, history, and science outcomes are listed.

The great

variety of rich experiencing shown in these lists, and the
Ikills, habits and attitudes acquired give definite proof
of these values in practice.
While it i8 entirely outside the Icope of thil paper, a8
stated in the Introduction, to make a quantitative measure
of the activity program, or to draw any conclusions as to
the relative merits of the progres8ive versus the traditional type of teaching, several significant studies bave
been made in the last few years for the purpose of measuring the curricula of the activity schools.

Although there

i8 a difference of opinion as to how accurately the intangible outcomes of an activity program can be measured, certain
appraisals have been made which seem to refute the acculation
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of unsuccessful measurement.
In June, 1933, Hopkins 1 published a report of a study
made in the elementary grades of the Lincoln School.

While

he questioned the validity of objective subject matter examinations as applied to activity currioula, results showed
the objections to be unfounded.

Stanford Achievement Tests

were 11sed and a comparison made with the scores of pupils
in corresponding grades in the general school population.
It was found that the pupils in the Lincoln School had
slightly higher medians in reading, arithmetic, spelling
and composite age.
Meriam

2

reported a study in June, 1933, of an activity

Ichool for Mexican children, located near Los Angeles.

The

curriculum consisted of three subjects: play, Itories, and
handwork.

He measured the essentials learned by using the

Detroit Reading Tests, the Ayres Handwriting Scale, and the
New Stanford Arithmetic Tests.

The children were found to

be close to the norm of American schools in the three Ria,
and that the progress in months was most signifioant.
3

Collings, in June, 1933, reported the results of a comparison made of the achievement of pupils in the University

1. Hopkins, L. Thomas, "Learning Essentials in an Activity
Curriculum", Journal of Experimental Education, pp. 298-303.
June, 1933.
2. Meriam, J.L., "An Activity Curriculum in a School of Mexican Children", Journal of Experimental Education, pp. 304-308.
June, 1933.
3. Collings, Ellsworth, "Learning the Fundamentals in the
Activity Curriculum", Journal of Experimental Education,
pp. 309-315. June, 1933.
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or Dklahoma Junior High School, an activity school, with
that of a comparable conventional junior high school.

The

reslllts, based upon a battery dt 13 tests, showed that the
pupils in the activity school did as well or better than
the pupils in the conventional school.
1

In June, 1933, Howell, Dunn and Stoker published a
study made of the learning of fundamentals in an integrated
curriculum program.

The observations were made in the

Roosevelt Elementary Demonstration School of Long Beach,
California.
Approximately one hour of the school day was devoted
drill unrelated to the major interest.

The New Stanford

Achievement Tests were used as a Check in this study, and
it was found that all classes, including the slow moving
groups, were up to the standard educational age or near the
standard of pupils in general.
A more informal, but highly significant appraisal of
an activity program is that recorded in Western Youth Meets
!,astern Culture.

2

This book is a report of an integrated

curriculum for the seventh grade.

It is shown that the

1. Howell, Etta; Dunn, Ma1lde W.; and Stoker, Dora., "Measur-

ing the Skills in an Integrated Program", Jonrnal of Experimental Education, pp. Ml6-31l. June, 1933.
2. Sweeney, Frances; Barry, E.F.; and Schoelkopf, A.E.
Western Youth Me.ts Eastern Culture. New York: Teachers
College, Columbia university, pp. 192-245. 1932.
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pupils made gains in fundamentals, although the authors
declare the limited value of objective tests for the mastery
,

of essentials.

They discussed in detail the children's

accomplishments in study and work habits, use of source materials, examination of data, organization and reporting
of facts, courtesy in the interchange of opinion and in
the cultivation of social attitudes.
L. W. Smith,l Superintendent of Schools in Berkeley,
California, reports a critical evaluation of the activity
program carried out by the schools in his city.

He pOints

out that, while no factor in the educational program could
be less subject to quantitative measurement than the pro-

cedures of an activity program, it is the duty of a school
system to make a check of the actual educational service
t

rendered by such a program.

Accordingly, he made an eval-

nation of the Berkeley public sChools activity program by
means of a questionnaire study.

A careful definition of

Activity was included in the 'questionnaire to guide teachers
in making responses.

This definition was prepared by the

supervisor of elementary instruction, who is in responsible
charge of classroom procedures.

The definition follows:

"An activity is an enterprise organized by a P1lpil or a
group of pupils, under the leadership of the teacher, to

1. Smith, L.W., "A Quantitative Study of an Activity
Program", Elementary School Jpurnal, pp. 669-677. May, 1933.
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further classroom study.

Such an activity requires pur-

posing, planning, eTaluating, deciding, selecting, eliminating, organizing, constructing or crea.ting.

It implies

seeing, hearing, expressing, doing, and appreciating, and
affords opportunity for the child to acquire information,
weigh values, make decisions, develop attitudes, and make
beha.vior responses in connection with real situations."
The questionnaire was sent to all elementary school
teachers in the spring and fall.

The tabulations indi-

cated that the social studies were the most fertile sources
for the initiation of activities.

However, once the ac-

tivity was started, art was more frequently concerned in
its development than any other subject.
data, it was clearly shown that art,

In compiling the

lan~lage,

reading, and

the social studies were the most important of all the subjects involved in an activity.

None of the other subjects

was involved in as many a8 one-half the activities mentioned.
Such important formal subjects as penmanship, spelling and
arithmetic belong in the latter classification, it was brought
out.

Particular attention was directed to the fact that

arithmetic was involved in less than one-fourth of the activities.
The conclusion was drawn that

activ~ties

along cannot be

,

depended upon for developing a well-balanced educational
program in the elementary school.

However, no data were

J
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presented based upon tests of mastery.
A most signifioant and forward-looking step in the appraisal and oomparison of progressive with traditional
schools is set forth in Dr. J. Wa7ne Wrightstone's
graph whioh is just off the press.

I

mono-

Dr. Wrightstone was

selected by the Institute of School Experimentation, Teachers College, Columbia University, to consider the problem
of adeq11ate measures for those desirable qualities of personality, responsiveness, cooperativeness, and dependability
for which there had Dever been available tests or measures.
This was, however, only one phase of his study which he
calls fta pioneer attempt to make a partial appraisal of
study programs and teaching practices in a few se1eoted
newer-type public schools".

The findings are a result of

an intensive two year study financed in part by funds provided by John D. Rockefeller Jr.

The General Education

Board has made a grant to oontinue the study for two more
years.
Four communities cooperated with the researoh worker.
in the administration of tests and other measures reported
in this Stud7.

The conditions and populations of seBool

children used represent a cross section of average conditions

1. Wrightstone, J. Wa7ne., Appraisal of Newer Praotices in
Selected Public Schools. Bureau of PUblioatIons, Teaohers
College, ColumbIa UniverSity, 'New York City. 1935.
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in representatiYe cities and villages in the United States.
Financial restrictions limited the sampling of both comm~n1ties

and pupils and the author readily admits "that

other studies which include more yaried and nation-wide
samplings may extend and modify the findings of the present
study of newer practices in selected public sChools".

1

The study is concerned with the measllrement of the results of the teaching in two types ot schools, upon the
pupils in scholastic achievement and in personality.

The

old-type elementary schools, chosen for the experiment,
adhered rigidly to the memoritor and textbook plan, with
all pupils reciting on identical assignments.

The new

type, or progressive elementary schools based their work
about centers of interest, projects and problems of living
in which there was purposeful experiencing.
The same comparison was made in the high schools.

The

old type high school was checked against the progressive
high school, in which the course of study was reconstructed.
In the reconstructed course, social stUdies unifies history
and civics with particular emphasiS upon current social and
economic problems.

The natural sciences draw upon the fields

ot biology, physics, chemistry, geology and astronomy to find
solutiens for problems which are presented.

1.

~.,

p. 3.

In the

langua~,
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the emphasis i. placed upon the ability to read widely
and easily, and to make better oral use of the language,
rather than upon a memorization of formal grammatical
rules.
Three factors were used by Wrightatone aa a classification basis for his appraisal.

These he designates as

first, intellectual factors which deal with mental content and skills; second, dynamic factors which include
wishes, motives, attitude., and opinions; and third, performance factors which consist of controlled observation
of classroom performance and behavior.
He equated his groups of the two types of teaching
practice by a matched pairs technique, using intelligence
quotient, chronological age and aooio-economic statu. as
the three bases.

A battery of tests was used to measure

the skill areas ot reading, spelling, language and arithmetic.

In the lower elementary grades, no effort was

made to measure the dynamic factors but in the upper elementary two questionnaires were administered - one on activity, and another on independent methods ot work.
All grades were measured on the performance factors in
group discussion and recitation by a contrOlled-observation techniqlle.

This necessitated a daily sampling of

cla.s discussions, group discussions and recitations to
determine such outcomes as initiative, curiosity,
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responsibility, criticisM and memory.

A pltpil waa

c~ed

ited with initiative if he made a voluntary contribution,
suggestion or report; with curiosity, if he asked questions
and sought information; with criticism, it he praised or
challenged a atatement; and with memory, if he responded
to the traditional question on a prescribed textbook
assignment.
The appraisal of secondary school practices was identical in procedure with that tor the elementary sChool with
the exception of the dynamic factors evaluation.

In the

secondary schools, personality, attitude and character tests
were used, and in the dynamic factors category were included beliefs, attitudes, motives and opinions.
Aa a result of these various tests, interesting findings were brought to light.

It had been expected that the

first three primary grades of the progressive schools would
show up badly because of their lack of textbook drill.
However, they showed distinct superiority in reading, spelling, language and arithmetic.

They scored six points higher

than pupils in the traditional schools in reading, four in
spelling, seven in language, and three in arithmetic.

Pro-

gressive school children maintained their lead in the upper
elementary grades and in the high schools, where they' were
shown to be equal or superior in all subjects except intermediate algebra.

Graphs accompany these interpretationa

~~...,---~-~---

-~-~-----~

-
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ot test results.
In making an analysis of attitudes and beliefs, it was
found that pupils in the new schools were more liberal
minded and scientific on such problems as race relations,
international affairs, national politics, and national
cultural achievements.

They were also shown to possess

superior attitudes and beliefs on problems in natural
science.

Little difference was shown between the t.o

types of sChools in the results of tests in personal and
social adjustment, with the one exception of honesty, which
was shown to be greater in pupils of the new schools in a
selt marking test.
Wrightstone concludes that the "evidence may be interpreted as tentative proof of the validity of the educational theory and principles upon which the newer type
practiees in the selected schools are established".l

SUMMARY OF THE INVESTIGATIONS
Certain conclusions may be drawn from an evaluation ot
the studies considered and the following observations seem
pertinent:
1. Progressive schools are exerting more and more influence upon the educational thought and practice of the
public school.

-

1. Ibid., p. 116.
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2. Educators who are in whole-hearted accord with the
•

activity program in the public schools, urge a slow
transitional proaess when newer practices are being
incorporated into traditional schools.
3. Great ingenuity is shown by administrators, supervisors, teachers and children in providing for and
securing materials which may be used in the classrooms.
4. There is a general feeling of a great need for materials ot instruction suitable for use in activity
work in the public schools.
5. An increasingly greater number of public schools are
e~phasizing

the social phase of education which has

always been employed by the progressive group.
8. The principle of integration is shown in the shifting
of separate subjects trom isolated positions to those
of tools for use in solutions of problems.
7. The principle of growth in child development has
superseded to a large degree, the old doctrine of subject-matter-to-be-learned.
8. There is general agreement as to the need of incorporating the implications of the new education into
materials for the guidance of teachers in service.
There should also be reorganization of the curricula
of teacher-training institutions for the better
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preparation of prospective teachers.
9. Research investigations refute criticisms of the achievement outcomes of the activity programs.

A comparison of

pupils in conventional and activity schools was made in
numbers of investigations.

It was found that the pupils

in progressive schools performed as well or better than
the pupils in traditional schools.
10. A comprehensive investigation for testing the validity

of progressive ed11catienal theory and practice has disclosed significantly positive findings.
11. The activity program of the elementary, school presents a

challe'nge which cannot be ignored.
The res'llts of the general experience as reviewed in the
Ii terature on the subject ot progressi ve
t

ed~lcation

in public

schools coincide singularly with our experience in the
Nicholas Finzer School.

The slow transitional process so

generally urged in the initiation of an activity program
into a public school has been our method of procedure.

The

difficulties of adjustment to physical handioaps and the
problem of securing materials have been experienced.

A

consideration of the need for guidance and in-service training of teachers has been recognized.

The achievement out-

comes of the pupils (obtained by standard tests) has been
as good as, or better than that of pupils in comparable
schools.

It may be said that generally the salient features

of experience throughout the country have been identical
with our experience in the Finzer School.

"

•

CHAPTER VII

A P LAN FOR THE FUTURE

"
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CHAPTER VII
A PLAN FO R

THE

FUTURE

In looking forward to a fuller realization of the
activity program in the Nicholas Finzer School, it is
important to consider what plans should be made.
In the first place, a brief recapitulation of past
experiences and present conditions may not be inapropos.
During the last twelve years there has been a determined
and persistent effort to lay situations and provide
opportunities for the incorporation of life experiences
into the course of study.

A working basis has now been

established throughout the school.

As has been pointed

out, this does not in any sense mean that our limitations
and difficulties have been overcome.

It merely means,

that on the whole, the teachers have grown in the philosophy of the new education.

They have accepted the theory

of the unit as curriculum material, although with the
exception of the primary grades, the unit does not embrace
all the teaching of all the subjects.

In the primary

grades, the unit does become the curriculum and reading,
spelling, number work, geography, history, language and
science are not considered - the whole day centers around
the activity.

In the intermediate and upper grades, the

unit still is considered the core of the curriculum, but

,
•
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other subjects are taught separately.

For instance,

the history, geography, English and art usually are
•

very closely interrelated in these grades.

However,

the arithmetio is taught as a separate subject, except
in those cases where it actually touches the activity,
as in counting, measuring or computing.

Spelling,

penmanship and music mayor may not be a related part
of the unit.

It should be said here, that much depends

upon the skill and understanding of the particular
teacher.

One teacher may effect a much closer correla-

tion of subject matter than another in an almost identical situation.
Evidence of the growth in teachers' thinking is seen
in their general acceptance of the fact that subject
matter should be integrated.

Here again, the greatest

strength may be seen in the primary grades.

In the

intermediate and upper grades, the integration is effected
to a certain degree, but it stops short of a perfect
whole.

This is seen in the isolated teaching of arith-

metic and spelling, for instance, and the integrated
teaching of history, geography, English and art.
In looking at the whole picture, it may be said that
while the teachers in the Finzer School have grown in
an understanding of the basic principles of integration

."
,
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and teaching through experiencing situatiens, they are
still thinking in terms .of subjects and fermal skills.
Again, it must be peinted .out that this statement is
net true .of every teacher, but it is true .of the greup.
In this cennectien, it sheuld be neted that we have
been helped in the unit plan precedure by the general
attitude .of these respensible fer the determinatien .of
the ceurse .of study in the scheels.

Fer several years,

curriculum revisien has been under way with the newer
.objectives in educatien in mind.
ified unit curriculum has emerged.

As a result, a medThe unit has new

ceme te be generally accepted as the cere .or the center
.of interest in a grade.

It has gene far en the read

te integratien and breaking dewn rigid time schedules
in the elementary scheel, but it still calls fer subject
matter teaching.

It is this that necessarily centrels

the fuller acceptance .of the true pregressive precedure
in .our scheel.
In thinking .of the next steps in the educatienal
pregrmn .of the Finzer Scheel, certain .objectives leem
large.

In the first place, there must be a richer

subject matter backgreund fer the teacher.

She sheuld

have at her cemmand such materials as will give her a
veritable saturatien .of the subject matter centent.

)

·

.

This should also include every available type of pictorial material, as well as actual source material or
suggestions how to secure this material.
Several possibilities are seen for the accomplishment
of this purpose.

. The most fruitful, from the standpoint

of teacher growth, is the working out of several units
by

eac~

teacher as a year's undertaking.

When completed,

such units would include procedures, a full subject matter
overview, suggested activities showing every possible
interrelationShip, source materials, and full bibliographies.

These units would be worked out·with the children

and records kept of discovered strengths and weaknesses.
These could be pointed out or corrected as the work progressed.

At the close of the year, each unit, properly

labeled, would be filed for reference and become source
material for the school.

By a continuation of such a

procedure, a library of units, rich and exhaustive in
content, could eventually be established without working
a hardship upon anyone teacher and actually providing
excellent opportunity for growth.
The following outline suggests a working basis for
a teacher to follow in assembling these teaching materials.
This outline may be used for any unit:

.. !
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I.

THE ASSEMBLING OF SOURCE MATERIALS

1. Make list of lantern slides, applicable to unit,
which are already in the school.
2. Make supplementary list of slides which should be
purchased.
3. Make list of pictures, applicable to unit, which
are already in the school.
4. Make a collection of pictures for the unit.
5. Make list of sources where additional pictures
may be secured.
6. Make list of magazines, such as National Geographic,
Asia, Popular Science etc. (give specific issue)
which may be used as teaching materials, if applicable
to unit.
7. Make a collection of travel pamphlets, if unit
permits their use.
8. Make list of references to art books which give
suggestions for the unit or work related to it.
9. Make a diagram or working drawing of any related
construction problem, for example, Conestoga wagon,
Viking ship, etc •

•

10. Make sketches of possible room arrangements of such
projects as the community, the dairy farm, etc.
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11. Make a list of articles suitable for a museum
collection.

(Indicate articles already in the

school, if such are included.)
12. Make suggestions for bulletin board displays.

II.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Constructional problems such as, buildings, boats,
instruments, etc.
2. Modeling and soap carving - pottery, animals, figures,
buildings.
3. Dyeing - old pieces of cloth for rugs, costumes, etc.
4. Painting - pictures, frieze, programs, scrapbook,
invitations, lantern slides, shadow pictures.
5. Sewing - Costumes, cloth puppets and marionettes.
6. Weaving - rugs, etc.
'7.

Block printing - programs, invitations.

8. Writing - stories, poems, riddles, jingles, songs,
dances.
III.

CULMINATING ACTIVITIES

These should be given in detail and not merely listed,
for example:
1. Play

Title - "An American Traveler in Egypt"
Scene I. ----------------------------Scene II. ----------------------------

#

•
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2. Movie - give brief description.
3. Talkie - tell how it would be worked out.

•

4. Exhibit for parents - give plan •
5. Assembly programs - list and explain, for example,
shadow pictures
illustrated talks
plays - tableaux
rhythms and games

IV.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

1. Make list of books already in school which are
applicable to unit.

(Use office card catalogue

of supplementary books.)
2. Make list of magazines in school which are applicable
to unit.
3. Make list of books and magazines in Normal School
library which may be used for reference.
4. Make list of books and magazines in public library
which may be:
a. Borrowed and used in school.
b. Read in library for reference.
5. Make collection of all free material, applicable to

•

unit, such as railroad folders, railroad maps, road
maps, catalogues, price lists, etc •

•

•
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•

•

6. Make list of pamphlets and folders procurable at
low price from certain bureaus, boards of education,
departments at Washington, etc.
Typewritten copies of tlie above outline will be
distributed to each teacher for her use.

She will be

urged to make notations or amplioations which will improve this for future use.

At the close of the year,

each teacher will file her units in a cabinet provided
for this purpose in the office.
Another possibility for the acquisition of desirable
teaching background would be the purchase of materials
such as the Compton Pictorial Units.

While these are

excellent, they do not provide the stimulation and
growth in teachers which the actual preparation of a
unit entails.
all situations.

Moreover, they are not applicable to
In many cases no unit is available

for the need at hand.
In choosing the units for each grade, the needs of
the particular olass will be considered.

These needs

will be determined by an analysis of the children's
interests and a survey of the immediate environment.
In addition to this, certain controlling themes for

•

the whole school will be considered.

Three controls

will be kept in mind for guiding the thinking of the
teachers, and through them, the children, in every
grade from the kindergarten through the

eight~.
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These are:
1.

Man's increasing interdependence.

2.

Man's control over nature for his own advancement.

3.

The

he~itage

of the past and its interpretation in

the light of changing social conditions.
In planning our curriculum with these themes in mind,
we are in no way violating the course of study requirements, since the prescribed course suggests units for
each grade which will fit in with such a procedure.
Neither are we unmindful of the fact that present and
future living with its need for problem solving, critical
thinking and adjustment to changing social conditions are
of paramount importance.

An indication of the provision

for experiencing life situations to care for this major
objective will be shown in the outline given below:
SUGGESTED PROGRAM
f

Primary Grades

I

I---~------·---'"·"··---·· l

Units to Illustrate Theme

Theme

i

The School Cafeteria
Man's increasing

Community Helpers

interdependence

The Play City
The Toy Shop
I

•

iI

I

II
,

The Family
The School Fair

,
j

I
I
I

,I
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.

Farm Life
Man's control over

The Dairy Farm

nature for his own

The state Fair

advancement

The Flower Shop
The Garden
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - --,
Primitive Life
~

The heritage of

The Indians

the past

Pioneer Life
Early Louisville

i

f==::========================================~'~9
Intermediate Grades
Theme

U~

to Illustrate Theme

Comparison of a Colonial
Family with a Modern Family
Man's increasing

Dependence Upon the Rest of

interdependence

the World for Necessities

- - --- - - -- -

--.

- - - - - - - --

nature for his own

a. Man's conquest of the land
(trains)
b. Man's conquest of the water
(ships)
c. Man's conquest of the air
( aeroplanes)

advancement

Connnunication

'Man's control over

•
•

- -

a. Rubber
b. Tea, Coffee and Cocoa
c. Silk
- - - - - -.- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -Transportation

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Telephone
Telegraph
Postal System
Wireless
Radio

'------__._____________Jl11 __________________._________.J
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The Development of the Alphabet
The heritage of

Paper-making, Books and Records

the past

Primitive Weaving
Lighting

-===-====.--=.~====-===-:::=.':=======================:::{

:~:-':::::.:::':::::::-~=-.-- ----:::--="-::::"

Upper Grades
Theme

Units to Illustrate Theme
World Markets and Various
Methods of Exchange

Man's increasing

World Friendship as a Result

interdependence

of Efficient Communication

I

SOCial, Economic and Political

I}

Development of the United States

i

! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

II

Development of Machinery in

II Man's

the Unites States
The Contribution of Science in

control over

!

the Control of Disease

:! nature for his own
i

advancement

!

I

!

,
!

I

1- ------- ----------.
I .
•
•

,!
i The heritage of

I- - -

I

Development upon Industry
- - - --- - - - - - - - - - --- -. -.- -- A Study of the Arts of a People

,
i

!

• the past

The Effect of Technological

;

I.

to Show their Culture
a•
b.
c.
d.
e•

Egyptians
Greeks
Romans
Chinese
Japanese
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This suggested list of units should not be considered
a course of study.

It may be that other and better units

.may fit the particular situation or class.
a sUbstitution may be made.

In this case,

This program has been worked

out merely as a guide and as an example of the continuation
and integration of subject matter content throughout the
school life a child.

Typewritten copies of this program

will be placed in the hands of every teacher, and faculty
meetings planned in which it may be freely discussed and
criticized.
It is also our plan for next year to have group conferences among the teachers for the purpose of checking on
certain needs, errors and attitudes of the children.
For instance, after results have been received from the
various city-wide testing periods, remedial measures and
procedures would be discussed.
show school and individual

Graphs might be made to

achievement in spelling with

reference to the norm or an analysis might be made of the
language errors as disclosed by the test.
Undesirable social attitudes in certain children would
be considered in small rather than in large groups.

The

visiting teacher or the school nurse might be called in
to give a fuller discussion of family, health and environmental history.

•

The child's own reaction to the situation

would be considered in the working out of a plan for his

)
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readjustment in the group.
used

A case study plan would be

to indicate the child's needs.

These studies

would be filed in the office for future use in guiding
our procedure.
A closer cooperation between the home and the school
has always been a major objective and we are planning the
organization of discussion groups as a new venture in
this direction.

We expect to make these more in the na-

ture of a friendly meeting ground for a small group of
teachers and a small group of mothers, since the educational background of our patrons would preclude a more
ambitious program.

There is a great opportunity for

accomplishment in this direction as whatever is lacking
in educational background is more than made up in willingness, cooperation and a general feeling of friendliness
toward the school.

This splendid spirit should be cap-

italized for the advancement of the school.
In this same connection, we hope to make greater use
of our immediate neighborhood through the bringing in of
experts for the school's use.

We have done this with

admirable results in the past when, for example, a child's
father who is a fireman, came to talk to the Safety Counf

cil on fire prevention, and again, when Dr. Lang, a
neighborhood veterinarian, served as judge in the school

•

pet show •

It is our feeling, however, that we have not

)
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used our

communi~y

nearly enough; that rich and untapped

resources are at our finger-tips.
The same is true of securing source material and first
hand information.

We are singularly fortunate in the

location of our school.

Not only are we in ,the midst of

an industrial locality, but we also are near enough to
walk to the heart of the business and shopping district,
the public library, the post-office, the Memorial Auditorium, the city market and the Ohio River.

Ballard's Mill

is within three blocks of the school; Lang's Cat gnd Dog
Hospital is less than one-half block away; Ewing's Dairy
and Bradford's Woolen Mills are within walking distance.

An interior decorating shop is just across the street, as
is also the bank, an automobile supply shop, a battery
service station, a florist's shop, a bakery, an electrical
supply house and numerous automobile display rooms.
While these facilities have always been used for trips,
they have not been used sufficiently as source material
when needs arose.

It is our purpose to encourage children

or small groups of children to interview these authorities
in the neighborhood or to bring them into the school when
problems need to be solved.
It is also a part of our plan to make ;a card catalogue
of these and all other available sources within walking
distance of the school.

The school district will be di-

vided, so that no part will be overlooked, and different

I

)
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classes will be made responsible for listing these
community resources.

The results will be pooled by

each teacher, duplications eliminated, and a final list
submitted to the office.

These grade lists will then

be rechecked to further eliminate duplications and
finally each class will receive its corrected list for
the making of the cards.

The children and the teacher

will annotate each card and send these in completed form
to the office for filing.

A sample card is given:

Ballard and Ballard Company
912 East Broadway

What may be seen
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Source Material
for following Units
Farm
Transportation
Machinery
Cafeteria

Unloading wheat from trains
The machines at work
Workers in the mill
How the workers are protected
The sanitation of the plant
The cafeteria
The Ballard products
Shipment to all parts of the country
Samples for the school exhibit

It is our hope to effect a greater freedom in classroom
procedure.

The two work-rooms that were established this

past year have helped in breaking down formality by the
greater possibilities they afforded for moving around,
working together and without supervision.

It is our

ambition to have a teacher in charge of one of the work-

)

•
~
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rooms.

This teacher should have a thorough understanding

and acceptance of the philosophy of the new education.
~

She would work with the children and with the teachers in
securing the best possible interpretation of fine and
industrial art as it is manifested in the activities.
Certain equipment would be necessary to carry out this
plan.

It would include several work benches and necessary

tools; a porcelain topped table for clay modeling; several
easels; a wash wringer to be used for block printing; a
potter's wheel; a hot plate and running water.
In addition to the teaching materials and the survey
of community resources, certain other fundamental objectives will be considered.

The first of these is the

attitude and thinking of the teacher.

As has been pointed

out, certain steps toward desirable goals have been reached.
Rather general agreement of the group is seen on the
following beliefs:
1.

That the unit type of teaching is desirable.

2.

That children learn best in those situations which
provide for experiencing and participating.

3.

That the children's interest in activities gives a
new purpose for the use of textbooks.

4.

That certain children have been reached through the
activity type of work, and social adjustments made
where there were formerly maladjustments.
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The next step is an extension of this thinking and
through such extension a greater development of desirable

•

attitudes and outcomes on the part of the children •
An effort will be made to secure more meaningful interpre-

tations of situations as they arise.

Teachers will be

urged to dig more deeply into the fundamental bases.
There

~s

at present, too much superficiality and a too

easily satisfied attitude on the part of a large number
of teachers.

A fuller understanding of the real meaning,

purpose and philosophy of the activity program will be the
greatest factor in changing this attitude.
From the standpoint of the children, much still needs
to be done ·in developing those attitudes and outcomes that
we would wish for them.

There is great need for social-

ization in a community of the type in which the Finzer

•

School is located.

Their home and environmental back-

ground being what it is throws the major responsibility
upon the school.

It also challenges the school to extend

the children's environment by extensive reading.

As has

been previously pointed out, a determined effort will be
made to develop critical thinking and the ability to weigh
all evidence impartially in solving a problem or in reach-

•

ing a decision.

There is a great need

desirable moral attitudes.

•

fo~

developing

Cooperative activities will

be planned with this in mind in the effort to develop

)

.

'-.

.
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recognition of the rights of others and respect for the
•

•

--

personality of the other members of the group •

,

Another part of our program includes a better understanding and appreciation of the work going on in the
different classrooms.

Intervisitationamong the teachers

is one way of securing this

understanding~

Programs,

plays and culminating activities to which other groups
are invited is another solution.
In the light of past experiences, certain difficulties
may be expected to be encountered.

In the first place,

there is always the problem of finding the proper reading
materials to aid the children in solving their activity
problems.

There is also the problem of adjusting the

activity to meet the individual differences of the pupils
and of sustaining the interest of the children during the
development of the activity.
Difficulties due to the lack of physical equipment will
constantly present themselves.

Since there is no library,

laboratory or auditorium in the school, certain undesirable
adaptations necessarily will have to be made.

Collections

of books from the public library will be used to supplement
the books available for use in the school.

•

The lack of

a laboratory will preclude certain activities which demand
its use.

However, its lack will not prevent expe)rimentation,

)

• •
'" •

•
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observation and the development of a scienti£ic attitude
in problem attacking and problem solving generally.
Moreover, it will not in any way a£fect the teaching o£
health

~eeds,

hygiene, and sanitation.

We shall continue

to use, as we are now using, the immediate environment as
a laboratory £or these experiences.

The lack o£ an audi-

torium is one of our most serious handicaps.

We are

constantly limited-by our inability to meet together as
a group.

Because o£ this limitation, we are planning

regularly, some type of program in wbich all may participate.

This is not only for the purpose of integration

but also for the spirit-of fellowship which the large
group enterprise always engenders •

•

While these physical handicaps present a real problem
and other difficulties are ever present, they have not
discouraged us in the past nor shall we allow them to do
so in the future.

It is our hope to carry to a fuller

realization our present activity program in the Nicholas
Finzer School •

•
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